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LIEE VALUES IK SUlfiltEii CAMPS
liiTnOLUCTIOi^
The Problem
The problem of Uiis Uietit is to study the life values
as emphasizeu and realizea in tne £um.i.ei campfc oi today.
The General flan
The general plan ol piocedure is a coiLprehensive study
of life or personality, end of values in txieir relation to nu-
man and divine personality. Jj'ollowing this is a study of the
camps and their aims and purposes in tne realization of true
values. The i^ersonalis tic view-point is followed tnroughout
the study.
isiecessary Limits
The paper must needs have its limits. *itn nundreds
of orgenizea cajnps tnrougr.out tne country, tourist, camps, ar-
my caiLps, artist's csmps, travel camps, and many otners, one
could not rngj^e a survey in such a brief period oi time. So
the camps studied have been, so far as possible, tnose for
boys and girls of tne adolescent period, that is, from the a-
ges of twelve to twenty-four years. in many cases this has
not been possible, because many cejnps taice them from the ages
of nine to fourteen, or from other ages in childhood to mid-
dle adolescence. however, as a rule, the camps from which

2citations are made, fall in the adolescent age group.
Importance of Study
i!worth America ie tue pioneer and leader in the organ-
izetl camp of today. It is even fgir to say that the eastern
part of the continent lea-as in tnis great "cask. One might
ask why camps were started, and of what value they are. A hot
d&y in any crowded city woula convince any douhter of tne great
need of camps. The need of tiu.es and places for tne boys and
girls to get close to nature woula he realized if one would
study city conditions with its iacxc of grass, trees, "birds, and
flowers. Theie is mucn of value in "bringing boys end gills in
contact witn nature in its natural beauty, untoucned by man,
iaany questions arise when one mentions camps, Should
the child be sent away from home and parents for the sumnier V
iiany^ many camps exist; of what value are they? Do tne^ aid
the boy or girl in any way for better work during tne winter
months? In other words, does tne camp breax ao»vn all of tne
training of the v/inter efforts, or does it stimulate tne youth
to hold the ideals and standards made in scnool? Loes it aid
in further development? Loes it supplement tne home training?
Are there disvalues? If so, what shoula be done? Still
other questions arise that maice tne subject one of interest
and importance.

Procedure
iiateriale used
The first part oi tiiie study is frciL txie philosopnical
and psychological standpoint, and, as previously stated, is
entirely personalis tic in nature. i'ext booi^E in pnilosophy
and psychology were read in conjunction with booxcs pertaining
to values. A few theses of fcriner students were consulted as
E. 3.
reference material. x.otea from Prof isrigixtman ' s classes in
Philosophy of religion and religious Values, v.-ere also used.
The second part of tne tnesis, wnicn is a study of tne
values as found in caiiijt.£, was limited almost entiielj to ctmp
booklets, camp papers, articles about the caflips, ana other a-
vailable material, such as letters from caoipers and parents.
Some data was collectea from confeiences witn councillors or
leaders in various cam^s. xt is to be unaerstood that many
of these sources may be misleading. Fox instance, one camp
may be excellent and yet not Know now to ex^^ress tne spirit
and values of tne camp in a boojtlet, wnile anotner may empha-
size values to be received, and still fail to give them. bo
far as possible tne effoit ha;- been made to lead between tne
lines the personalities of the leaders. There is the solution
to the problem of the value of tne camp. "//hat the director is,
tne camp is," sa^ s one article.
Methods Used
A large collection of camp booklets was acquired and a

careful study made oi aliLt and purposes, daily programs,
systems of awards, routine of cainp work, and values empiia-
size*-. tiirougn these. Camps were compared to leain wr^ich
values were emphasized, ana tnrough v.'hat means tney would
have them realized. The stua> is maae more aetailed on a
few of the camps tnat aie leading in nev/ experiments and
projects. Conclusions are maae at tne ena of tne .^-aper
which show hopeful signs for the future of cai.'.p vvor--c as a
vital part of the life of young people.

"Values are not texigible tnings, like
Mcnadnock, or a coal liiine, "but they are cer-
tainly as real as anytning we ever see or feel.
The world of values, which include pure, un-
selfish love of friend for friend, dedication
to what ought to he anc is not yet, loyalty
to causes which concern unhorn generations,
appreciation of beauty, truth and gooaness,
is a world that must he accountea for somehow.
They are the deepest realities of our
hiiinan lives Whetner God is necessary
or not to explain the world of nature, He is
surely necessary to explain our world of val-
ues - our Kingdom of Ends." ^
Nature of Valuation
Valuation is a term wnich is claimed by the comsaer-
cial world almost entirely. The use of the term almost
invariably brings to the mind a dollar sign. This should
not be. The business world has no copyright on the use
of it.
There is value found in a beautiful tuneet which
cannot be purcnased «itn money, but only with an inward
experience. The value received in a deep friendship
could never be estimated in money. Such values must be
desired and sought by individuals before they can be re-
al i z ea ,
Then the question arises, Is the criterion of true
value mere satisfaction of desire? Consider how your de-
sires change from day to day. even, at times, in the course
^ Jones, itufuB. Keligious foundations , p. 9.

of a few minutes. How could "botn "be coneidered of true
value? Your desire and that of anotner person may "be the
exact opposite. You may desire a picture because of the art-
istic loesuty portray ea* while tne otner pecson abhors tne sight
of it. You purchase tne picture and arehai^py, while tne otner
person is perfectly satisfiec never to see it. Is there true
"beauty in the picture? Surely you coula not agree as to tne
value. A'bsolute value lies cutsiae of personal aesires and
pleasures.
In maxing choices we put aside one thing and accept an-
other. Often the more difficult way is taxen, or we aeny our-
selves some pleasure. There ;nuEt he a reason heyond desire
for selfisn gain, 7«e say it is "because tnere is more value in
the one we cnoee. There were standards, ideals, by which tne
judgment of "better" ana "best" were made. The value is not
receivea if one sto^ with the ideal. Action must follow, and
one must carry cut the choice which leads to the realization
of the ideal before value is gained.
In ever^ case wnere tnere is value, it is, so far as we
know, experienced by a person. :r«c-to-r Brightman says " a value
is a more or less realized ideal," and"an iaeal can be realized
only in personality: apart irom it, a mere abstraction." in
his book, Religious Values
.
he defines value in the simplest
sense, as"whatever is liked, desired, or apjjrcvsd," and true

value as "what is liked, desired, or approved in the light of
our whole experience and our highest ideals, such as the log-
ical ideal, the moral ideal, the aesthetic and religious ideals
and the total ideal of personality".^ He continues with the
statement that only conscious persons can experience value.
In speaking of valuer in contrast to facts, Rufus Jones
says: "This latter world(of facts) is loaded with human prefer
ences. We react to it with likes and dislikes, and
those likes and disli]<:es color the experience itself...
T'hat we have in this distinction of fact and value is
not two worlds, but two ways of dealing with one world.
We can react equally to Is or to ous^ht to be.......
Valuation has to do then with personal ends and ideals.
It looks toward a goal and seeks to realize what ought
to be.
"It never loses sight of personality It has its
grounds and basis in that fundamental tendency of the
person to extend his world in idea.1 directions, i.e.,
to live beyond the compass of what is, of what can be
described as fact." He adds, "Man as a person is a
producer of values aj,d whether thej^re real anywhere
else or not, they afe^Veal in that portion of the
universe we call persons." ?
It is possible to conceive of fact without persons, but
value divorced from personal life has no meaning. However,
value does not lie entirely within the person. There are val-
ues which exist outside of your conscious experience. You
may attain them, or you may not. Never-the-less they exist
and are eternal.
2 Brightman,E.S. Reli.Q^ious Values . p. 15
Jones, Rufus. Fundemental 2nds of Lif ^. p» 125-127

8God is the home of all true value. In Hiii we find, the
highest good, the greatest strength, and all values towaras
v/hich men ever seek in their "best moments. -^^e is the source,
and from Him all values come. Therefore, to Kim, who is Crea-
tor and Sustainer of all values, should everyone go in search
for these.
Classification of Value
In the following classification of value and aiscussion
the divisions are "based almost entirely on those made by BOQtor-
Brightman in his "books ana lectures, and Everett's Iv^oral Value s
.
In making a standard for aiscoverinj^ what is true value
xe must discover whetnei.or not, it is coherent v/itTiin itself.
Also, everything must "be consicered, and rr.ust "be proven to "be
coherent with other truths. A woricing criterion is given by
one author "that value is, in any given situation, the hignest
w"hich contributes most to the coherent functioning end organ-
ization of experience as a whole."
Some values may be classified as transient. Tnej^ last
for a time and are considered of value. Healtn does not have
the permanent value that truth holds, ana tne va,lue of money is
transient. These have api^arent value to life in this world,
but too well do we know that they pertain but to pnysical life.
Such values as goodness, beauty, truth and noliness exist in
the Supreme Person and are permanent.

Instrumental
Some values that are transient are merely aids to higher
values. They are said to be instrumental. This means that
they have no value in, ana oi tnemselves, "but lead to tnose
that do. It is interesting to note tnat these instrumental
values are no respecters of personality. The parties in a
pure, economic transaction are not concerned about each other,
as persons. It is not until other values enter that each con-
sidersthe other as a mural being witn rights of his ov;n.
Natural
"Climb the mountains and get their good
tidings. Nature's peace will flow into you
as sunshine flows into trees. The winds
v/ill blow their ovm freshness into you, and
the storms, tneir energy, while^^cares will
drop off like autumn leaves,"
There are many values wnicn may be grouped under the
head of natural values tnat are instrumental ana almost es-
sential to (physical life. Tne^ are so common that we almost
forget that tney have value. Sunlight is instrumental, and
as yet we nold jt essential to life as a wnole. Air, water,
appetite, ana many otner com^xon things of life find tneir value
in that they aid one in seeicing the Best.
Economic
As has been previously stated, tne general public con-
siders value in terms of money. "Of wnat value is that?"
invariably means, "Is it worth anytning in aollars and cents?"
John Muir
1
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Too long have we considered "value" in terii.E of wealth. Kow
it is tin.e to study wealth and see if it has value. Tne miser
says "Yes". He desires v^eslth and seeics it af an enc in itself.
Apparently there are many peoj^le who seem to maice the gaining
of money their goal in life. Tney slave aay ana night that
tney may gain more, even to tne point of nervous breaic-aowns
,
and sometimes suicides. They have come to the ena of tneir
trail and founa the pot of gold is empty of true value.
Then there are tne sane j.-eoi.le, non-extremis , wno look
?t life from all angles a.nd come to tne conclusion tiiat money
is necessary as. a means oi exchange. It is instrumental in
seeding other values, in fact, almost essential in order to
gain some values sucn as healtn ana ^iowledge secured tnrough
t^nmrmo-w. schools and colleges. Economic value is entirely and
exclusively an ins truiTiental value.
Intrinsic Values
Values have just been considerea that nave no real value
in themselves. No person sets out in life to seejt these val-
ues alone without losing his personalitj/ , ana becoming a mere
macnine. A person see^s values wnich are not outward; tney
are concerned witn nis very own consciousness in its relations
to his fellovionen ana to God. He may not realize tnat he is
seejting tnese, but he is restle^F ana aissatisfied until he
finds true values in right living. His desire for cnange shows
that he is not content with wnat he has ana is. He is search-
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ing for E ome tiling to satisfy nis desires, not for mere standing,
"but for desires that lie deeper. He is searcning for true val-
ues, and, as Ix>ct»rBrightiiian says, he Aiil not be satisfied until
he finds God.
A mgn rrjay worK day and night to earn money to buy food,
to earn more money, but that it not all of life. There is no
lastin,^ satisfaction in that, and some day he comes to leali^e
that there is another side to his life wnich ne has neglected.
He sees beyond his businesB transactions to a f erson
.
someone
v/ith experiences similar to his own. He becomes aware of oth-
er values, values of ss&ociation, of apj^^reciation of rights and
feelings of this person. He discovers more satisfaction in
seejiine; these values and may be led to tne Scuice of all true
values.
There are absolute values, prized for their own worth,
such as truth, beauty, friendship, gooanesE.
,
recreation, health
and holiness. The:, nave been divided into lower ana higher
intrinsic v??lues.
Recieational
,
bodily ana social, are ygrouped a? of lov;er
intrinsic value. Tnis ciac^ if ication cannot be static for
there are times when it is :iiore important to seeK. rest and bod-
ily health than to seercn for beauty in an art gallery, and
many times n.ore good cax. be done through astociation v/itn peo-
ple thsn by houri^ of m.editation by cne'^self.
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Recreational
Play is often called en inf;tinct. 'Anatever it i& it
does exist and seeks expresEion. More and more we fina edu-
cators Etreesing the value of pley in teaching cnildren.
Through play children learn lee sons v^nicn carr^ tnei^ througn
difficult tasks of adulthood. Play enricnes life and gives
s diversion that carries over into the more a-onotonous aail>
routine. Everett defines play as "pleasuratle activity for .
its own sake," and work as "activity directed to an end other
than the activity itself Rich in tne value of recreation,
and happy indeed is the men y;hc maxes his work play ana en-
joys it. He can do tnis by ci eating tne right attitude to-
ward fiOTK ana seeding to find iiruiieaiate intrinsic value iiti it.
Work usually tends toward a goal in the aistance and is liable
to become somewhat mecnanistic ana lacking in play qus-lities.
Bodily
Here is one place /-here tne clasLif icaticn must be on
a sliding basis. Health in many ways is instrumental. It
is true tnat an invalid may be very frienaly ana nelpful to
these with /vhom he comes in contact, but it is also true that
he might be able to serve others better had ne gooa health.
Health ie an asset ?nd thus instrurriental.
On the other hana it has intrinsic worth. Many years
ago there were monKs who cared little for physical conaitions.
They gave up worldly things to seex God. Filth was not un-
"' Everett, v;. G.
,
Moral Values
, p. 197
f
coJTjiDon with tiie greatest religious leaders oi that day. Such
living would not be tolerated in tne best religious liien of today.
V/e feel tnat it is essential trxat a true follower of cur ji/:a.ster
care for the tenii.le of lUiLQ spirit.
Poor healtn is a hindrance in realizing otnei values.
The best bodily values should be sougnt but not to the excluei
sion of other and higher values.
»
Social
This is classified as of lower intiinsic value because
"the value of association is deK.endent on tne j^iesence of tne
higher values". It is difficult to conceive of valuable asso-
ciations from which ali traces of the nigher values of truth,
religion, goodness, and beauty are removed. It is tne most
de^jenaent upon other values for its value.
Associations mean more, are more valuable, give more to
the fulfillment of life purpose, when they are grounded upon
higher things. If tney are founded upon aesires for trutn, ap-
preciation of beauty, striving for gooa moral cnaracter, and
love of God and otners, then the associations grow in value;
they become lasting. liew desires are tnen erected, tne stan-
dards rise, associations deepen ana we see;/, to move in circles
whicn are ever increasing in size. Tnus social value is in-
strumental in gaining otner values whicn in turn maice it in-
trinsic.
f%
t
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Higher
The nigner values, intellectual, aesthetic, character,
and religious aie separated iron. iDodil/, recreational ana so-
cial because of the relative contributions tnej- xnaxe to the
"coherent wnole of life". In a way tne lower tecon.e instru-
mental to the nigher values, wnicn enricn the life to a greater
extent than does any one of tr.e tnree lower intiinsic values.
Intellectual
We are all aware of tne ^.^erson who becomes so intellect-
ual that he loses signt almost entirely of tne otner nigher val-
ues. He makes icnowleage tne eno of his liie struggle
.
Knowledge is a valuable i^ortion of the processes of
growth. In its correct place it is a great aid to tne reali-
zation of other values. Knowledge, to be of use, defends u^on
the emotional side of life, ana vice versa. 14an feels and
this -feeling is about something. He reasons about this feel-
ing ana tnrougn the proper use of his intellect learns to con-
trol the emotional side oi nis life.
It is related tnat tne "great" Houdini
,
althougn v.-e sel-
dom tninA of nir;. as ricn in nigher values, learned througn ex-
perience tnat trouble might often arise in nis family, as he
and his wife were botn high- temperea. They agreed that when
trouble arose, he would leave tne house, waiic arouna tne block,
open the door and toss his hat in. If the hat was returned to
him, it was a signal that he should walic around the block again,
as Mrs. Houdini had not yet gained control of herself. In case
f
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the hat was not returned, ne mignt enter. Tni& ie a humor-
ous case of the use of tne ^-ower of tnin^^ing in tne ^jrocess of
self-control. Yet it would, not "be enougn to say that Houaini
was a highly intellectual i.er£on, or tnat he naa an understand-
ing of life in its wholenecs. Knowleage ruay be an aia to self-
control, but it serves nigner purposes.
Knov/ledge renders the greatest service in giving a new
meaning to tne experiences of life. It gives the mind tnings
to thinA about when the body is at rest ana not necessarily
requiring thought. Every-day exj...erience& are interpreted in
the light of the wnole of life. The meaning cl the past is
better understood tnrough the jcnov/ledge of tne present.
Knovrledge awaxens nev/ interests, creates new aesires, and stim-
ulates the v/hole of life.
These statements are true when the person desires to
learn and to use his xnov/ledge after it is gainea. There
are degrees and values of Jtnowledge, ana man, as a free, moral
agent, must choose what he deems to be tne most worth-wnile
knowledge to him in fulfilling his life purpose. Then he must
use tnis to tne best of his ability or it becomes of no avail.
Hence tne greatest service iinowledge renders is tne enricning
and unifying of all conscious experiences in relating them to
all life.
Aesthetic
"Earth's cramiried with neaven
And every common bush afire with God;
But only he who Knows t&xes off nis srioeE."
1
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Art and nature ofier beauty to tnose wno will see ana
appreciate it. It i£ difiicuit to picture tiiis 'worla .vitii
no trees, or flowere , or oirds to ennance tne great out-oi -
doors. Barren roc^s anu soil wouia tena to a arat sort of
existence. Life itself woula tecome monotony. An oasis in
the desert not onl^ efioras boailjr coiiiiort, out gives one a
feeling tnat life is wortn wnile aitei ail, ana "beauty exists
if one only will Iook iot it.
Cften a .^erson wifio finds no beauty in ^^oeriis, music,
pictures, and, alDove all, in friendsni^^s witn man ana Goa, de-
cides tiiat life is not wortn tne living. Tnen suicide results
from the lac^c of the attainuient of tnis value.
But beauty cnallenges tne inaiviauai to use nis moral
judgment; it Ojjens new K-atns to a ricner life of love sna
service. Everett claims its instrumental values to be as fol-
lows: "It fashions tne miateriaif of inaustry, molas tne bod-
ily life, elevates social relations, attenas the labor of tne
intellect, adorns religion, ana ^rofounaly modifies cnaracter
itself." The man wno finas nimself in tune witxi all
true beauty
,
almost invariably is a seeder of tne nighest val«
ues of life. He realizes tne Pov/er benind all of these won-
derful worxs, ana is ins^irea to tr^ to ma^e nis life liice
that of tne lily.
"So pure tnou art
I would feign asK my neart,
If I witn love divine
Coula have a neart lixe tnine",
1- Everett, W. G., Lloral Values . p. 205
r
What wondeiful woias G^ci ana maa x^avt wrougntJ Gou
made the wila rose in it& beautiful snaae& oj. ^iius.. i\/ian, in
cooperation vvith God, nat created tne Ainerican £eauty, ana
many otner flowers tnat aaorn tne most expensive vases on our
library tables. Beauty cnalienges men to use nis God-given
pov/ers a^ a co-creator.
Beauty is an aia to worsniij. Sunrise services on the
mountain top, a vesper seivice b^ tne ahore of a quiet laice,
bring reverence to tne soul, and adoration ana praise to tne
heart. God seems so near in His v/onderful nandiworic. In-
doors, arcnitecture ana paintings, beautiful strains from a
pipe organ, all, in tneir iaeal form, tena to lead one into
a worshipful attitude.
The simplest of the expressions of God's will speak
to one of the beauty ol the Creator and of His love, if we
attune our hearts to listen.
Character
"Two things fill the mind with ever new and
increasing ad/niraticn and awe, the oftener and the
more steadily we reflect on them: tne starry
heavens 'above and the moral law within." 1
Charactei values are often calle^ moral values, or the
values of goodness. One who seeics goodness is aesirous of
possessing such virtues as triitnfulness
,
temperance, justice
and the like. These have instrumental value in that one seeics
them as a means of gainin^^ other virtues or values. In this
way they are not sought as having value in themselves.
^ Abbott's Translation.
f1
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HoweTer, there i£ intrinsic v/ortn in tne satisfaction
gained at once. A person seeks a gooa character, not because
he is compelled to "be good, but because ne desires it. He
sees in these values lasting value whicix sncula be conserved.
An individual possessing many virtues ados mucn to tne total
moral value of a group. Tne standards of an entire group can
be raised by the one individual v/ho wills to do right.
There is in one an ever increasing urge to live up to
his ideals of wnat ne believes to be rignt. This urge is
called dut^ , The call of duty forces one to obedience to the
highest ideals. The inaiviaual, to be a xLorally gooa man,
must seek other values than those classed strictly as cnar-
acter values. The intellect is usea in reasoning to deter-
mine tne rignt rule of conduct. Then ne rriUst ..ill to follow
this. However, it sometimes nappens tnat tnere are men of
good moral character Aho are not religious. But tnis will
be discussed under the next topic.
Religious
"Religion is the experience constitutea by these
thoughts, feelings, and actions wnicxi spring from
man's sense of dependence u^on the ^ower of powers
controlling the universe, ana wnicn have as their
centre of interest tne cosmic fortune of value." 1
Religion is experience. It met.ns growth. The flower,
the tree, the bird, ana our bodies, grow ana develop. Similar-
ly all experiences of life shouia not be static, but snould
ever have the element of progress and change for the better,
Everett, W.G.
,
Lior&l Value s. p. 382

DocAcxr Brigntman says "religion it tne total attitude of man
toward what ne considers to be supeinuman ana wortny oi wor-
ship, or devotion, or propitiation, or, at least, ol reverence."
Religion is not all oi lite but it is cart of tne
whole and is very closelj related to otner values intertwined
with all of life. It is not entirely intellectual but it
stimulates tnougnt. It aoes not solve tne uroblems of the dsy
but it calls men to face therr. squarely. It challenges man to
overcome his ignorance, to meet problems ana solve them to the
best of his ability.
There are certain values, one mignt say, that can be ac-
quirea without religion, but religion gives them a nev/ ana a
deeper meaning. It shows each life as a ^art of the vvhole,
and relates the tasks of each to a ^.recess of growth toward
the Highest Values.
Then tnere are tne deepest values oi life v.'hicn can be
gained only from religion. Tnrougn religion we ^.^ow away from
a xife centered about tne self tov/ard a God-centerea
,
complete
life. faith and hope and love cume from Goa. Tne^ are the
values after which v/e seek, for which we desire.
Companionship witn God brings to one these values, and
the closer tne companionsnip tne stronger ano. more sacrea ao
these grow. They ada new meaning to otner values.
The world has been proven to be round. However true
that fact is, it does in no way influence men to be morally
gooa or to be holy. On the other hand, true religion fills
Brightman, E.S.
,
Introduction to Philosophy . p. 518
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one with tne aesire to x^iiuj; trie tiutn abouc tne universe on
wnicia we are placed, as well ae religious trutns. It increases
the value of all experience.
"Keligious ex^^erience, therefore, lijse all otner exper-
ience, involves the intellect, tne eiiiotions, ana tne
will. " ^
It involves tnese in the process of worsnit^ ana corrji.union
with the Divine Power. There comes to a true seedier tx^e satis-
faction of inaicing his life aftei tne i^attern of txi.e Son, of us-
ing his life to answer the prayer, "Thy will be aone."
II'TTERPE:TSTRA.TI0N a? j^^A^ VALUiJ^S
In matnematics there is an axiom wnicn says the .vnole
is equal to the sum of its parts, Tnis can be carried over
and applied to the experience of life, but it csnnot be pressed
to its final meaning. All of value e-.ijeiience is tne sum total
of tne various experiences of truth, beauty, gooaness, etc.
However, these cannot be placea in separate compartments and say
that "x" is an experience oi truui, "y" realization oi beauty,
end "z" a nealtn value. On tne contrary, all values are so
closelj related tnat it is dilficult to separate tnem. Higner
values are depenuent u^on lower values, s.na, in turn, tney en*
rich ana transfoim lower values.
Frienasni^s nave a aee^^er significance il tne parties
are mutually interested Ui religious values. This is far more
true than an acquaintanceship througn a com.r.on interest in
matnematics. Any value can be unaerstooa ana judged only in its
relation to all values ana to tne whole process of life.
-'- Tracy, J rederictc , Tne Fsycnology of Adolescence
.
p. 185
f
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a.
LIFE- A STHUGGLoL TO AAKD GOD IK
TOOM ARE THE HIGHEST VALUES
"God is oeriect gooaiiess, i^eriect value. The
worshiper of sucn a Goa nas neu revealeu to nLi. an
ideal of nis own personality as comYi^^^ly aevoted
to tne perfect value of nis God."
The fliarx vvno is truly seeding to worsnip ana serve tnis
God of "perfect goodness, perfect value" realizes that to be
aevotea to God, ne must pray,"Triy win oe aone", not iiiine.
Such a prayer calls tne pel son to grow.
The process of growtn is a cnalienge to struggle. Life
"becomes a struggle to cooperate witn Goa in e.nswering tnat
prayer axid ir.aicing His wilx to be aone in nis own life as well
ts In QtheiE. Tnis does not necessarily* mean a struggle txiat
is aepressing or tnat becomes urudgerj
,
but, on tne contrary,
one tnat brings joy f^na satisfaction in a life oi service. It
draws tne inaividusl out of nimself into £ life of joyful service
to all manjsind. A devotea life cannot be static, it raust move.
It must grovv and growtn comes tnrougn service.
However, tnis service, to be a coc^erstive answer to tne
prayer, must nave Goa-quali ties in it. "Goo is love", anu He
is drawing mankind to Him in love. To reaci^ Goa, to become
like God, to fulfilx His will, man must serve in love. It must
not be a service of comj^ulsion; it mast not be mereij lulfill-
ing duty; it must be service that comes from a heart so filled
with love that tasks are no longer work, but ere expressions of
the true love of God revealed tnrougn His co-worHers,
rr
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Ae Drummond says, "Love is the greatest thing in the world",
and throur;h Icve iren heccrrie God-like.
"i£en are alv.ays ready enou^n to labor
for that which they love, and thst which
they are persuaded i£ worth while.
Faith ana love and conviction not only
iccue naturally in service, hut tney
require the outgoing or motor activitiee
in order to ccmplete theme el ve s. "
Tracy, Frederick. The Psychology of Adolescence . p. 224
cc
LIFE VALULS AliD ADOLESCENTS
" i!!aterial fori;.? and natural ^rocestes
constitute a j^erennial meseage from the
Infinite to txie finite spirit, and the
sui-erna tural x^uleates througn the nat-
ural." '
Instrumental Values and Adolescents
Natural and economic values xicht "be considered as ex-
pressions of the Livine vvill. They are purely instrumental
in the realization of otner higher values and do i:.l£y an im-
portant part as such in the period of life called adolescence.
This covers the years frouj twelve to twenty-four, apivrcxiiiiately
•
Some even extend it to thirty in college stuaentc.
Hatural
Tracy says," Unless our boys and girls can "be good ani-
mals, they cannot "be much else."
Bodily values are very dependent upon the natural values.
In adolescents, when there is such a great physical change taic-
ing place ir. the youth, there is great neea of normal function-
ing of all natural processes. External natural vp.lues play a
great part in this development. Sunshine, fresh air, ^ure fooa
p.na many others are almost essentia^l to tne propei development.
The natural values, at tneir best, stimulate the reali-
zation of otner values. The tninjiing process progresses more
rapidly and efficiently under pioper natural conditions.
Closely related, too, are tno recreational and associational
^ Tracy, Frederick. The Psycnolog.y of Adolescence . p,215
Ibid. p. 215
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values to these natural vtlues and we mignt say, partially
dependent upon them for fulfillment.
Economic
Again in economic values v/e find tne close intei twining
of instrumental and intrinsic values. Youth soon discovers
this before he has travelled far on the road irom childhood to
adulthood. Ee realizes that many of tne Higher intrinsic val-
ues are veiy dependent upon tne economic situation in nis pock-
et book and ban^c account, that is, after tiie age when he has
acquired both oi these accessories, v
Early adolescents are very seldoii^ thrown oi. tneir own
resources. Tney realize the value of mone^ if tneir parents
have a small income, but many a lad ana girl of this age has
his own car to drive to school, his allowance, ana practically
all he desires. In later adolescence he arrives at the period
when he is thrown on nic ov/n resources, ana starts to earn his
own living. Tnen, if nis parents are not financing many of
his enterprises, he becomes aware of the fact that it taxes
money to get an education, that music, art, etc., arsw from
his scanty funds. For a time this may seem the suprem.e value
of life, and dajiger is near. Other values may be thrown aside
for the saice of this one value.
Youtn needs guidance tnrough tnie period of change from
financial dependence to self-support, ana then to the support
of others dependent on himself. Tnere is a tendency in youth
€
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to sv/ing from one extreme to the other, to seeic money as if
it v/ere of intrinsic v/orth, and from tnat to swing to tne op-
j^osite, renounce ail wealth and live for ideals alone. They
will be safe if they are taught ideals tnat will guide them un-
til they "become settlea. These ideals must show them the need
of a sane attitude wnicn looics at problems from ail view-points,
and learns its relation to the life taken as a v/hole.
t€
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Intrincic Values - Significance
to Adolescent Period
Adolescence is the perioa in lite when great and serious
decisions are made by the joung oeople. Ideals are cnosen eJid
made to function or not to function. Life begins to become
settled toward the end of this j-eriod, as one chooses his life
work, ana prepares himself for it.
Intrinsic Lower Values
Youth tends to set up certain standards by wnicn he de-
cides what are tne most A'orth-v.-nile things in life. He may,
unconscicusly
,
go to tne extreme in nis cnoices, or he may, af-
ter intellectual training and guidajice, choose to Keep his life
wfell balanced according to his nignest ideal.
Play seems to occupy an important part in the life of
youth, and rigntly it should. As has been saia before, it is
sometimes difficult to distinguish between v/orx and play. The
attitude is tne deciding factor, ana it can so color our activ-
ities that play may become drudgery, oi it may transform a dif-
ficult task into a pleasurable occui^aticn. Youtn ca.n learn to
carry nis play attitude over into his worx.
"It is , tnerefore , not inconceivable tnat in an ideal
social order, in -whicn all labor is performed under the
most favorable conditions; in wnicn each individual
does the work for wnich he is best adapted, ana receives
the sort of preparation tnat •viii fit him in the hignest
degree for that -.vork; all Aould put into their work
the same zest as they put into their play. In such
an idesl state of tnings v/orK would shade off into play,
and play into v/ork, by imperceptible degrees. This
condition, whether it is ever realized or no, should at
all events be the educational as well as the legislative
ideal.* ^
Tracy ,FredericK, The Ptycnology of Aaoiescence. p.<;17
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The youtn, tnrough i-iay , learn? many oi tne lesEonE of
adulthooa living. He "builds for xiis later life, £Offietime& for
a useless one but a.oxe often for a ^i.elpful one. As a usual
thing he chooses his play ano. enters into it /vitn nis v;nole
heart. In this v/ay ne g&ins initiative, self-reliance, joy,
self-control, and learns otner lessons tnat nelp in building
up a strong character.
Cne of the greatest benefits of jjlay is tne cp.^ortunity
for creative expression. Tne boy or girl seei^t the natural
way of doing things; he wants to play in nis v;ay tnat he may
"try out his wings". Tne leader is wiE.e wno ^ives ever> op-
portunity for self- airec ting oi play.
"For child or man, play gives more complete self-
expression tnan worii. It is tnerefure so wonderful
a test of cnaracter. 'ffhen we do v.hat we like to do
because we like it, we snow what we mean and care for.
"As play is the most exj^ressive form of action, so
it gives a growth, both in pov/er to do ana power to
appreciate, that does not come in equal measure from
work.
"
Team-work in games teaches tne value oi fair play.
Lessons of democracy and of peace terms are learnea without in-
struction, but through guidance. Associational values run
high in gamxes tnat call for cooperation. Tnere is much of in-
trinsic value to be found in wholesome recreation.
Bodily Values
Adolescent years are caiiea tne transition period from
childhood to adulthood. There is development in all parts of
the body especially in the early years of adolescence. By some
tnis is called the "awkward period" because of growing self-con-
sciousness. A growing boy often aoes not ^now what to do with
1
G-riggs, E.H. Moral Education, p. 76
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his hande ana his feet; tnej seem always in tne way.
During middle adolescence the bo^ s ana ^irls begin to
"blossom" into manhooa and womanhood. Grace ana ease follow
the awkward actions, the bo uy begins to round cut and tney
taxe on the appearance of an adult.
Through these periods tne youth is often perplexed. The
physical side, at times, seems to overwhe-i-m them witn problems.
Again the emotions seem to sway tnem until tne^ are literally
"at sea". They do not understand ana consequently do not see
which cnoice they should ma^e. Tracy says tnis period is -
"An age of intense cravings, not well understood
even by the person r.imself; an age in wnicn soft,
bland foods, gentle fonrs of muscular exercise, aJid
insipia mental pabulum, are detested. ii^verytning
must tnrill. Tne appetite seeKs wnat is stimulating
to the palate, the muscles cry out foi strenuous exer-
tion, and the mina for a story witn an exciting ^lot.
Hence intemperance , in all its forms, is apt to snov/
itself, ana unless cnecked, to fix itself as a life
habit Moderation, even in sports ana games, is
extremely hard to observe; ana so tne i^nysical strength
is overtaxed, leading to >>eriods of reaction, with ex-
treme lassitude and inertia." ^
There is all of tnis danger, yet nature seems to have
providea surplus strength ana energy to meet ±hese tendencies.
Less fatal sickness occurs in middle adolescence than at any
other period of life.
Through this etuay we can easily see that what is need-
ed is guidance, proper guidance, from someone //ho understands
and loves young people. This person should help them to un-
derstand themselves, tneir capacities, abilities and limits.
Tracy, Frederick. The PsyGnolop;y of Adolescence
, p. 35.
Ibid.
, Gf p. 36.
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After knowing these, they should lesrn control and proper use
of the tody, the need of sleep, fresh air, sunshine, cleanli-
ness, good food and a happy disposition. Tne relation of
mind ana hcdy would help to stabilize ana aid youth in tnis
period. Tne leader should not only nel^^ tne boy or girl to
Know hi.i.self and master himself, but ne snould be a companion .
During tnis period ideals play a prominent part and the leader
should be an ideal physically as well as in other ways. ^e
should be able to aid youth in choosing ideals that will help
them to master themselves for a nigher purpose, service.
Thus the leader has an important ^.osition ana duty in
helping young peOj-.le to realize tne true vaiue of health, its
purpose and necessity in a life of service. Txirougix tne lead-
er's exajmple and training tney should learn tnct the body is
the temple of the Holj Spirit.
S o <s- \ a \ Vcul u. e-^i
The little cnild is well acquainted witxi nit family,
and realizes his ^jlace in the nome group. He nas his play-
mates among his friends but has no particular group relation.
At the beginning oi the adolescent period he taices on new
interests. Many a boy feels an independence from the family
group and resents the autnority shown there. Some small
group of boys, or gi-t'l-ii^ J^i- society. He accepts a.utnority
there and may, perhaps, rule in tnat "gang" or bunch.
If properly guidec^ during the years of early adoles-
cence, when s boy is learning independence, he v.-ill gradually
come to realize that he greatly neeus his j-^arents and tne family
€t
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group; that he is bounQ,tnougn he is iree. As; ne j^aE^es
tnroueh tnese early yeare ne often sayE tnat ne nates girls,
and girls nave little to go v.-itn niin, but in a few snort ^ears
he begins to show an interest in tne cp_cjO£ite sex, as is re-
vealed by his increasing care in personal ayj:.earc:nce , ana tne
stunts he does to attract tne attention of tne otner sex. ^^ew
interests arise and friendsnips are for;ned.
In later sdolescence these interests and friendships
become xore settled and nomes are started ana young people taiie
up the tasks of group life in tne coniniunity ana m tne church.
Again the leader nas a great opportunity ana responsi-
bility in nelping youtn to see tne value of right cnoices in
associations, s.nu the cependence of otner values on the social.
The gang spirit of early adolescence, if wisely guided may be
of g,reat value to tne inaiviaual and tnt t^'oup. Early friend-
ships between buys sna girls, tne beginning oi society ol tne
future, neeu wise guidance. A companion who can snow tne
boys and feirls tnat the greatest value is aerivea froci whole-
some, sane friendships, ana tnat nappiness ccmes to tnose v/ho
take their frienaships as a sacred trust, is of inestimable
help to parents and society.
llhexe mutual goou fellov/ship ana well-balanced social
life exists up to the latter jj.art of tnis period, nabits of
right standards are formed tnat one nesitates to lower. The
young man and young woman begix. to see themselves as parts of
the whole society, eacn witn xiir tasx to perform, and hiL

responsilDili ties to shoulder. ne realizes tnat ne is aepend-
ent upon otnerr for many tnings ana tnat ne is also responsible
to them for right actions, ano. cheerful peiformance ol duties
that are nis to do. The leader of groups of tnir sge snoula
help young people to realise tneir responsibility and nel^^ tnem
to find happiness in meeting tne tasics that come to them.
f4
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Intrinsic Higher Values
The g.dcleecent youth i£ oeginnin^ to msjce choices. He
eees more value in some experiences thsn in ctneis. At times
it may seem to him that money is the end of all worji, and noth-
ing should te done unless it gives financial gain. On other
occasions he sees beyong the physical side of life, even "be-
yond his group to .vhicx. ne is loyal. He observes tnat some
peoi-le have poise and self-control, some are very optimistic,
while others sre in^puisive and cynical.
Tne average young person wants to^^etter than he is;
he waxits to serve otners, he wants to be of use in tne world.
There seems to be this urge, perhaps instinct, to seeK higher
values, to attain tnose wnicn are not meiely instrumental to
other values but nave worth in themselves. Tnere must be
something wrong witn the youth who eees no beauty, learns no
new tning , and does not care wnether he is gooa, bad, or in-
different. He is not normal.
Youth in early adolescence is usually inquisitive.
His very being cries out for knov/ledge wnicn ne Qoes not poss-
ess. One may see no value in tnis questioning attitude, but
it should be recogpized as the unfolding of physical and men-
tal activity, and needs very wise direction. The youth's
mind is in a process of growth frcii. interest in individual
things to an interest in these as parts of the whole. He
is impressed by sights, sounds, taste and touch in a different

than formerly. They deem to have lasting qualities that car-
ry over into other impressions. Kature becomes sort of a com-
panion. Color is intensified with a meaning deeper tnaA that
of a child. Youth revels in the sounds of the forest, the
beauty of the sky, the touch of the soft fur of animals, or
the pleasing odor of a pine grove. Tnese impressions take on
new meaning as he tninks about them and relates them to the
whole of life and to the universe.
••But now as a youth, with the new forces and powers
being born within nim, forces and powers that have
their ultimate significance in relation to the race
of which he is a member, he begins to thin^. of the
whole length of the life that is before him, and of
the social whole in vvnich, as he now begins to real-
ize, he is an integral part. He plans for the
whole of that life (thougn his ^lans are often quix-
otic) and no longer merely for himself, but also for
otners, with whose interests his o/.n are seen to be
involved The mina is able to form an idea
of life as a totality
,
though of course filling out
tnrcugh the growth of the mental powers ana the ex-
tension of experience. And in tne conception of
that whole, the idea of purpose or meaning comes to
the front and occupies an increasingly prominent
place." 1
I
Tracy, Frederics. Tne Psycho lor/ of Adolescence , p. 92
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The average youth thinite of education in terms of
book knowledge, yet every day he i£ becoming educated in nat-
ural ways without realizing it. He is educated through i>lay.
Games help him to use nis creative powers and ^ive hiai oppor-
tunities for thought and e^iili. More of tnis jtina of educa-
tion is needed foi the city youtn seems to thinji. ne cannot
be happy without some "made -to-orcer" form of amusement, such
as movies, plays, caras ana aances. He seloom icnows now to
set about to amuse himself and nis friends in any other Aay.
To use the creative powers of nis mind in planning an even-
ing of fun and fellowship with a group, is as new to the aver-
age city youth oi today as worjs. on a farm woula be. Tne plea
is for more use to be made of this creative instinct in forms
of amusement and games, in play that educates in sound princi-
ples of development ana growtn in right living.
Anotner form of education comes to ^outn through think-
ing, questioning ana discussion, perhaps Lome voluntary reading
to aid nim in nis rationalization process. Tnere is need for
emphasis on this point, also. He shoula be urged to investi-
gate and inquire into things in which he has a right to be in-
terested. The progressive young person enjoys the after feel-
ings of a problem weii thougnt out. It biin^s satisfaction in
itself, as the result of a mental contest.
Youth receives a valuable education througn nature.
What a blessing it would be if all youth coula have tne benefit
of the natural education of a wide-awaice country boy!
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The words of Tracy express one great value when he says,
"jjlDelieve that there are few things th£t qo more to prepare
the way for the highest religious eaucation than this free axid
spontaneous acquaintance with nature." -'
Another great form oi education is froa person to per-
son. Kg one can measure the influence of otners on nis life,
nor give proper credit for the many lessons learned this
method. Psychologists believe it of the greatest imijortance
that young peo^^le have friendships witn older people of nigh
character. During these years they are very impressionable,
ana often are led to do right, or wrong, by some comj-anion
v^nom they hold as an ideal.
There are many otner natural ways in y^hich youth gains
imowledge. In v,?hatever way he receives his training, he
should not only icnov; facts and truths, see and appreciate beau-
ty to the best of nis ability, ioiow how to be good, but he
should be "good for something". The educated youtn should
not feel that he has reached tne limit oi knov;ledge, but
shoula get the larger view of life as a continual growth in
icnowledge and shoula be ever seeicing more trutn and learning
other ways to serve and to develop hie religious life.
.m 4. • 4. • • ^^^S-hBtlc Values ^ . ^
"But it IS m youth that tne capacity to appreciate
beauty in all its forms ma^es the most marKed ad-
vance. Tne disposition to respona to the charm of the
"beautiful is grec;.tly quickened, and the inability to
give fitting expression to the feeling for the beau-
tiful is most painfully realized. External nature
awakens an interest not previously felt. The flora
and the fauna, the eky ^ the woods, the winds and
1 Tracy, Frederick. The Psvcholo.Tiv of Adolescence , p. 213

waters, etorm, sunsiiine, and the procession of tne sea-
sons exert Uj-on tLe soul a mystic ana potent fascina-
tion. There is in many cases a strong, feeling oi fel-
lowship witn the things of external nature; a feeling
v.'hich seeiiiE closely ajiin to the religious sentii^ent,
and wnicii. we may ^ree witn Lancaster in regarding as
a very natural point of departure for tne culture of
the religious life." ^
A snort i^eriod of training, or leading youth m the apj»
preciation of beauty will greatly enricn Itis life later on.
The young person who has been lea to see the beauty in wayside
flowers, trees and shrubs will never past along witn eyes
closed entirely to tnese common beauties.
A leader who nas awakened an interest in tne best music
j
its history^ and interesting facts about it, nas found a sympa-
thetic chord in youth. Jazz, ana cneap music will not lure
«
($n quite the same way tnat it did. Good music will fina its
way into the nome ana the heart ana be appreciated, more and
more as its strains become familiar.
Beauty in symmetry and rhythm in nature and art, arouses
interest ana creates a desire for ioiowledge about design.
Young people learn tne advantage ana value of order, and they
begin to realize tne aestnetic comfort axia ^hysic^J. aid in or-
derly rooms, well-arranged boojcs, files, ^.apers in order, and
many o the r exaiiipl e s
.
Youtn loves the expressions of beauty in well v.orded
stories, in articles ana poetry. Great leaders of the day
are encouraging ^outh to express themselves througn these
means. Hence such books nave been compiled as "Creative
Tracy, Frederick. The Psychology of Adolescence , p. 150
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Youth", and "Singing Youth". Tnese are large voltunes of
poetry and writings whicn bring to the world tne creative
activity of the typical youtn of today, expressed in heau-
tiful fcrii:S.
Itany a youth wishes he had words to express the beauty
of a sunset, or the glory of the starlit sicy. Through wise
guidance and viith practice he might learn to express these
in words, ana tnen in the "beauty of nis life. All ex^^er-
iences should elevate ar:d lead one to a nigher ^.lane of
living. The whole life ox beauty shoula be an upward course
to the Source of all true beauty.
Character Values
The young child majces nis cnoices fro;j. an outward sense
of duty. He has been told tnat he should do certain tnings
and that he snould not ao certain other things. Hence wnen
the question arises as tc certain acts of conauct, tne child
decides to ao what will be considered rignt in tne eyes of
his parents or teachers.
The adolescent period marics a change from outward to
inner responsibility. Youth learns to set up standards by
wnich he judges nis conduct. ho standard can be too high
for youth, for youtn is full of energy ana vitality. He
seems to hunger to do things, to achieve and to grow. Tliese
are characteristics well recognized in youth, but it must be
admitted that youth does not always follow them.
Unstability is very noticeable in this period ana tne
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youth swings to extremes. His ideals may be very hign , and
yet, due to natural conditions and tendencies, he may suddenly
do something which does not conform to them. He nas not, as
yet, learned the proper methods of "balance ana control; he is
torn "between what ne wants to do and what others believe he
shoula do, and what he feels he ought to do in reference to his
whole life plan and purpose.
The age of sixteen is said to be the time when tne great-
est decisions are made. Youth at that age often decides which
way he shall go. It may be the choice to fol_ow what he be-
lieves is right, not from outward com_-.ulsion , but because cer-
tain actions are rignt for all people. Tne young person wno
makes that choice may, at times, go to other extremes but tne
general trend will be upward, ana toward the absolute good and
right. His choice may, nowever, be for the opposite, ana too
often it is, whicn accounts for the many crimes committed dur-
ing the adolescent perioa.
The ^lesit need for tnis perioa is a stabilizer. Ideals
that are of the nighest form, ana stanaards tnat are too high
to be reached, but are valuable in stimulating and challenging
youth, are of tne greatest help to guide tnem tnrougn tnis
period.
ReligiouB Values
Boys and girls of tne adolescent period are awakening
spiritually as well as physically, mentally and socially.
Impressions seem to hold deeper meaning for the youth than
they did for him as a child. He begins to plan for the future.

his vocation, life purpose and iaeals. Tais turning inward
of nis tiiougiit "bring about decisions of living. Early ado-
lescence marks the period of tne majority of conversions,
Tracy sums u^- tiie life of tnis peiiod in tne following state-
ment: "There is abounding life, vitality, ana vigor. There
is a iiiaxLTiUin of entnuFiastic interest in things, and
a minimum of cynicism and bitterness, Hope is uhr
clouded, faitn is buoyant, ana cnarity is bioaa ana
generous. The intellect is easily i^ersuaded into
regarding all tnings as products of supreme wisdom,
and all events as under tne control of supreme benef-
icence. Youtn is by nature tneistic ana idealistic." 1
These facts tnrov? cut a challenge to leaders of young
people. The need of religious education is great, and the
neec- of good, loyal ana sincere Cnristian leaders of religious
education is greater. Personality ana nign ideals are a
great asset i.. the training of tnis period. A leader .vho
has a fine type of personality wilj. unconsciously influence
youth to seeic the nignest values.
Boys and girls of thi£ period need a leader wno will
helj. them to see the need of an open, inquiring mind, a mind
that is seeking the trutn of life, Througn example tney can
be led to see that they snoula never give u.^ the beliefs they
have until they i ina something better.
Knowleage is necessary, but it is "as sounaing brass or
tinkling cymbal" unless one have love. Hence youth should be
guided in nis emotional life, tnat it may not be extreme.
Tnrougn love youtn should be led to service, ana consecration.
Thus religion for tne adolescent youth must be emotional
Tracy, Frederick. Tne Psychology of Adolescence, p. 232
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and intellectual, natural and practical. It must aid him
in unifying all of his ideals ana ^^lans into a coherent,
useful life. The greatest opportunity for a leader oi young
people is to lead taeiu to ^lan their lives with the life of
Jesus as their pattern, ana, eveh-anore, to maj^e Jesus their
every day companion.
"And so art ana inorals ana religion araw to-
gether, and become allies in tne noblest causes,
that of emancipating tne soul of youtn from
the bondage of sensuality, ana enabling it to
take hold upon the things that are unseen and
eternal. " 1
I
Tracy, Frederick. The Psycholo^.y of Adolescence , p. 159.

FULFILLkEKT 0? LIFE VALUES IN ADOLLSCEKTS
Subjective Emphasis on Pulf ilinient
The leader of a groujj of young peoDple has a great re-
sponsibility in directing them in tne rignt choice of value.
He can set the tone for the group. Lessons ne aesires to
teach may bring the desired results of right living, but it is
his personality that really counts for the ir.ost with young peo-
ple. Hence tne emphasis he maices on certain values in his
owa life give the lesson for good or for evil in the life
of the adolescent. He tends to iaealize the teacher or lead-
er and follow his exajnple. What an overwhelming tasK is
placed on tne snoulGers of tne leader, overwheljiing unless
he allows God to carry His part of tne buraen.
The leader may stress individual succet^s. iiany , all
too many, urge tne boy and girl to aeveloi-, to excel in this
sport, to win in thifc gaine,- why? In order that he may win
an award of letters or a cu^. It is not only limited to sports
the teacher may urge the pupil to pre^^are his lessons that he
may receive a high mark, Tne parent begs tne child to be good
and he will give him a quarter. Tne o^der adolescent is urged
to get a college education, or to go into a ceitain business
that he may earn "big money".
Tnis i£ putting a subjective limit on values. Such ad-
vice says that values of education, games, ana other things
should be realized for tne ends gained. The youth soon learns
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to look at tne "end" and loses signt of tne value.
Tlieie are many young people today who nave aeveloped
and realized tne true value ol life, according to all records,
yet they are absolutely lacking in tne values tnejiselves.
They may have all available letters, eniblems, ana awards, and
still lack in the essential qualities whicn make one a coher-
ently developed personality. The leader may nave urged them
to gain a certain numbei of j^oints in social values. The
youth, no doubt, gained them, but nis purpose v^as not to re-
alize them for any reason othei than the award he would re-
ceive. Thus youth majies values an end in tnemselves, ana
the result is tnat he becomes selfish. he seeks all values
for his own pleasure or for nis ov\n satisfaction. Ke loses
sight of the group in being sociable for the sai^e of a worth-
less piece of felt which gives him the appearance of being su-
perior to others. That is the result of emphasis upon the
individual realizing values for what he gets out of- it. The
leader has lived and taught the wrong em^vhasis.
Objective Emphasis
The young people's leader can point the youtn out of
himself, away from personal gain to higher aims and purposes.
He can set the exsinple by living a life devoted to tne real-
ization of values because they are found in God. If he yearns
after God-realization in his life, he nee^. not Ba> much before
youth catches the vision. The boys, or girls, will see the
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futility and diesatisfaction from seeking values a£ an end.
Under proper guidance, all of youtri will eeeic the higher goal
and grasp the Hieaning of life. Selfish desires fade away
and they 'beconie changed.
The youth who has caught this vision of God-living,
and sets about to realize God in nis own life, aoes not seek
values selfishly. He eeeKs to realize truth, "beauty and good-
ness because they are of God, and through them he can serve God.
He longs for faith, trust ana other religious values because
he sees them in God. Out of these ideals youth lays on the
eltar of sacrifice a life of loving service to the realiza-
tion of God-values on earth.
Emphasis
Vvliere ehoula emphasis be placed that youth may not
become selfish? Is it not true that the attention of youth
has been called to himself by many so-called leaders; others
have drawn youtn out of himself and fixed his gaze on other
associates, leaders, or great men ana v^omen; and a few have
brought the youth to look to the highest, to God?
"Substitute for all finite and fallible personalities
that of the infinitely good and great, and in the re-
sponse to that you have tne essence of religion.
The heart in youth is hungry for comxriunion with a per-
sonality th&t is worthy of adoration and service, eager
to let itself go out to such a personality in service
and sacrifice. The problem of the Christian teacher
here is not so much to convince the intellect of the
truth of certain abstract propositions about Christ,
as to hole up before the pupil the exquisite person-
alitirjof Christ, as worthy the highest devotion and the
most complete service that can be rendered." 1
Tracy, Frederick. The Psychology of Adolescence , p. 232
I•
Jesus is a cnallenge to youth. Once he begins to re-
alize Christ as a personal friend, he seeKB to treat Hiiii as
he woulc a friend. There comes a desire to learn what His
v^ishes are, and what He did and said. In tne words of Jesus
ne find many of these challenging expressions, words to
friends, to youth, api^ealing words calling to service. 'Alien
youth sets out to be a friend of Christ, he wills to serve.
The words of Jesus, "Love the Lord thy God with all tny
heart, and with all thy soul, and witn all tny strength, and
1
with all thy mind; and tny neighbour as tnyself , " show the
compelling force in His life. Truly He loved tne Lord in
thiL way.
Such an urge in a friendsnip between ycutn ana Christ
will steer hia. away from pools of thoughtless , unicind deeds,
ana lead him from drowning in floods of selfishness.
Kot one jjart alone shoula be taJien as a life empnasis,
for that does not fully satisfy ones personality. "Love the
Lord thy God" must not be ended there. He continued, and
youtn must see in what followed that Gnrist explained how,
when he said with all the heart aJid soul and strength and mind.
Kot one side of the life is omitted. He must oirect all of
his feelings, control his emotions, ana guara his actions that
the beauty of his life may express his love for God.
Sincerity, faith, trust and all of the fruits of the
spirit are expressions of love toward God with "all thy soul".
If one would show love to God witn nis strength, he will guard
Luxe 10:27
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his health, develop, his "body ana use it in a v<ay that will
express this innermoet feeling. Then, too, he will train
his aind that he may better understand the ways in which
God shows His love, the ways in which He reveals Jaifl.self
in nature, art, science, and in the lives of people. The
experiences of life he wilx try to interpret in the light
of all of his experience, ana in their relation to the entire
universe, to the conservation of all values and nence to God.
The "Love" command of Jesus does not allow the indi-
vidual to stop with himself, fci there follows, "and thy neigh-
bour as tnyself." At another time Jesus said, "Love thy en-
emies." It is certain that Jesus did not mean that hie fol-
lowers should love a select few. His love incluaed ail,
and as God"made the sun to rise on tne evil and tne good,
1
and sendeth rain on the just ana on the unjust", his fol-
lowers should not be partial to friends in their love.
Love should include all people of all races axio all aations.
"Love thy neignbour as tnyelelf . " The person must
love hin.self. God loves niu. and he should love niiixself.
This should not be a selfish love, and it will not be if he
loves God first. It is to be noted tnat tnis command puts
first things first,- love of God, then love of otners, and
finally love of self. Thus is a triangle of love fomedy^o4
at the highest vertex is God to v^hom all things point.
From the viev/point of self there are two ways
of realizing the love of God, from direct com-
munication with Him or by way of others dbesa to Him.
1 idatthew 5:45
^>tKe.>syLOVE
c
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The religioi. of youth neeas to be taught as a religion
of realizing God in aaily living. Boy 6 and girlL may dream of
great tilings they wish to ao in the future, but they snoula nev-
er lose sight of the little tasKs that neea to be cone each day.
"Love thy neighbour as tnyself" can be put into jjractice
very well in a crowd of people on a busy street. Txie >outh
who is thoughtful. of the rights of others, and does not feel
that a personal offense nas been comiLittea against hixjiself if
he is jostlec, is shewing tnie love. Again, ne is showing
this love if he is interestea in others who neea nelp, in
those who are hungry for a smile or a few waras of comfort, and
then gives what he sees is needed. Tnis is love in jjractice
ana is shown in service.
Alien people learn to show love by means of service in
the ordinary walks of life, ajid not until then, the "Kingdom
of Heaven" will come on earth. Tnis is tne "6oiiimunity of
Love" about which Doctor Brigntman speaks. It is the "World
Brotherhood" idea also. Whatever it is cailea it is the
expression of the love of Goa for man, of man for God, and of
man for man througn service. Youtn,ana leaders of youth,
need the dynaniic force of such an iaeal as this wnich is ex-
pressec in the life of Cnrist. "But seek ^e first the icingdom
of God
,
ana his righteousness; ana all these things shall
be added unto you." ^ These were words of guidance in the
emphasis one shoula place upon the values of life.
liatthew 6:23
i
smaiEft CAiiPs AS a means of KtjdjizmG life values
"Do you v/ish your boy to be a hign class, strong
American witn a sane outiooi., a healtiiy body, ana
clean ^^leasures? Tnen send him to a i-lace where
such tnings ai e taugnt , not only by good teachers
ana good prece^/ts, but cniefly by the all prevail-
ing influence of the tnougnt, the irresistible xnag-
ic of atmospnere, with its night ana aay insidious
compulsion, an agency that can be found only in an
isolated community, only in an outdoor community-
that is a nigh class summer camp." 1
Summer Camps
Our ancestors lived lives that brought them in contact
witn the open ever^ aay. Many of them v;orxea all day long
out of doors. Ko doubt caoiping as a means of getting away
from i^eople to live simply ana enjoy tne outdoor life is an
camps
olden custom, but organized^were new the latter pait of tne
nineteenth century.
In 1880 Ernest Ealch conceivea the idea and tne next
^ear formed Camp Chocorua. In spit^f the fact that many
educational leaders saw no value in it, another Ccjnp was
formed in 1882. From tnat time on camps have increased un-
til now there are hundreds of tnem.
Types of Gamps
The greatest number of caiiips are recreational as a
chief purpose, but luost of them seek to emphasize certain
values. Many of them teach certain sports scientifically.
These usually depend upon the location of the camp. For
instance, camps located on the salt water usually specialize
Thompson, Ernest Seton.
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in sailing, while camps located by a laxe.or cnain of lakes,
make their specialty canoeing . Camps located near a moun-
tain nave mountain climhint as an attraction. ^restern camps
are often mariced by special training in norsebac^ riaing.
The two main divisions of cam^s are tnose called private
camps, ana those under the management of organizations.
The former number into the nundreds ana, if rated, would
no doubt be of all grades of value. Some are, as were txie
first private camps, organized witn educational aims and pur-
poses, while otneis seem to nave only one pur^^ose, tnat of a-
musing youth and giving hiin a good time. In making a study of
about a hundred booklets, ana several hundred "write-ups and ad-
vertisements as found in Sargent *£. Handbook, it was notea tnat
many of these private camps are very much ali±ce in plans and
programs.
Organization camps differ in aims ana purposes as well
as plans, but tne difference is not so great as in private camps.
These camps are under organizations tnat have a aefinite purpose
in vie/;, otner than mere recreational. Sucn organizations as
Social Service and Religious Groups, Y.A.C.A. , Y.ld.C.A.
,
Scout,
Camp-FireGirls
, ain. to develop personality in tne organizations
and naturally use tne camp as an adaitional ana nelpful means
of carrying out their plans.
i
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Aims and Purposes
Private Gauips
The following illustrations are cnosen as typical exan-i-
ples of the "better private camps studied. Itany of the snialler
cajiipE state no aims and speax of the activities in woras such as
these: "The "boys will enjoy", and "Tnis will interest", with
no definite purpose. Values otner than recreational in sucn
camps are accidental.
Locnearn pictures its spirit and aims as follows:
"There is a fragrant, tangible spirit tnat clings around
camp; a spirit of loyalty, clean ^^lay , friendship and
an appreciation of tne bigger and more beautiful inspir-
ations in life. It is a spirit tnat finds its way
strangely soon into the nearts of tnose wno nave ^cnown
— it, and tne more fajniliar constant contact maices of it,
the closer it grows. It is a spirit tnat uili develop
the best in you, ana open to you new fields ;0i tnought,
ana ^ive you an individual love of the linest arts and
qualities - music, pageantry, drama, literature, or
beautiful sportsmansnip
,
strengtn of decision, honor and
loyalty. It will mauie inSi>iration ^oui own - tne v.'ave-
line twisting dovrn tne beacn at your feet, the great
snoulders of hills benaing behina you, tangled witn wnite
birch bodies ana gu^araed pinearms, tne witcner> in tne
curling wine about jour face, and txie i^yiiad Ei$:y-paint-
ings, dim blue, jaggea fire-lingers at sunset; snd
etched at night with the white frost oi stars. All these
are the fabric of winter daydreams - a worla to ta^e bacic
and create witnin yourself to live witn ana Kee^j apart
for later gray hours wnen autumn closes ana snow riaes
on tne ground. " j.
Medomaii camp for boys gives itself to tne development of
tne foundations of a useful life througn empjiasis on "Healtn,
character, intelligence ana vision." Tne iaeals of tnis camp
are set forth in tne camp creed:
"To have a vigorous body, souna health, ana a clean mind,,
To enjoy to the utmost all gajr.es ana sports.
To knov; the birds, the trees, ana flowers as frienas.
1
Lochearn Cajnp Booklet
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To live in the ojt^en, alive to the evercnanging aspects of
nature,
To be trutnful, manly, and thoughtful oi others,
To have the cojupanionship of the rignt icina of hoys.
To have the insj:;iration of men wortxiy to mold the ijlas-
tic ideals of cnildhood.* 1
One of the shorter "but inclusive aims, similar to many
others is that of Aloha Camp:
"We believe life at a real caHiP is an educative influ-
ence witn wonderful opportunities. It is a cominunity
of simple living witn /^nolesome activities ana pleas-
ures. Its progrsjD is a wise contribution towards a
definite iaeal. Tne use of leisure hours becomes a
resource, the love of wor^ a stimulation. In every
sense it is a preparation for a more complete living.
Its standards may wel-t be -".ealtn, Gnaracter, Joy,"
Camp Red Cloud also is nelping the campers pre^^are "for
life and living":
"The purpose of this camp is to assist boys during very
important years of tneir lives (from six to eignteen)
to prepare themselves mentally, piiysicaily, and morally
for a life of broad, patriotic usefulness, by inculcating
habits of clean tnin--^ing ana living ar^d by aeveloping
tneir bodies so tnat as tiieji mature they may be forti-
fied against destructive temptations.
The fact tnat tne pnysicali^ and n.entally alert boy is
likely to become the successful man is not debatable.
It behooves every boy, tnerefore, to tajs.e the best of
care of himself/ana to develop adequate and well-placed
physical strength. It is also the ha^^^y fluty of every
father ana mother tu see to it tnat their sons nav^n
opportunity for sucn development.
There is no institution in wnicn a boy hat sucn a
chance for tne aevelo^^ment of self-expression and manly
independence as in a boy's camp. Here, as nownere else,
it is necessary for nim to do thin^cs unaer proper super-
vision. He is assisted in a way to inspire him to
greater effort rather than to stultify endeavor; ana he
grows in the conscious ^^ower of nis ability to overcome
obstacles
.
CarTip Red Cloud is the physical expression of tne desire
of its directorate expana their field of usefulness asLomg
boys, believing that 'As the boy is trained so will the
man be'? 2
j: i'edomak Cair.p Booklet
^ Aloha Camp Booklet
^ Caiiip Red Cloud Booiclet
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It is interesting to note tnat tne aims of Csuiii- fted-
'A'ing are almost identical witn these of Camp Harwell:
" CaHip FarA'ell is earnestly endeavoring to meet the de-
mand for a wholesome life for girl& in a refined, congen-
ial environment. Health, therefore, is one of its prin-
cipal considerations. Pure air, abundant ana nutritious
food, healtnful exercise, freeoom from the restraint and
intensity of city life are all combinea to promote pnysi-
cal vigor and jfcetner mentality. It is also one of tne
aims of Farwelx to create a spirit of self-reliance and
to develop the sense of initiative. Eacn girl is made
to feel that she iL. not merely an individual, but that
she is a part of a great whole, and as a part of tij.is
great whole she must have tne community spirit - the spir-
it that effaces self, that co-operates, tnat is whole-
heartedly heli^ful. This awa±cening of social conscious-
ness Farwell believes to be unspeaiisbiy beneficial.
Another aim, vmich is never allowea to become subor-
dinated, is that of teacning gooa sportsmansnip. The
Greeii ideal of athletics, witn its insistence upon the
general development of the whole grou^; ratner tnan the
special training of tne few, with its demaiid for fair
play, with its call to be a good winner ana a good loser,
is everywhere maintained. These are, of course, only
a few of the aims of -c'arwell, but they give some idea of
the standard for whicn it strives. It is the camp girl
of today to wnom the future will calx out most vehemently,
and in helping her to be ready for its demands Far^eli
feels tnat she is performing her ii.ost patriotic duty." 1
The CaiTip Greed of Ogontz Wnite Mountain Cauip reveals the
fact that they work v/ith Kature to develop. "Health, PoiBe, Self-
Control". Their creed leads:
" I believe in the wonder of the out-of-doors, in the
inspiration of the stars, ana in the allurement of life
in the open; and
I believe in the strength of the nills, in the silence
of the night, and in the music of the birds and trees.
I believe, also, that my body was made for action, tnat
my mina was made for thinking, and that mj heart was made
for loving in unison with the life in nature.
I believe that to laugh and sing, to swim and walk, to
study and play, to eat and be happy, to be Kind and free,
to grow strong and good, is my right.
I believe, too, that to be happy I must be good, that
to be worthy I must be kind, that to be loved I must
thinA love.
I believe that happiness end lasting pesce are mine,
as I live in the atmosphere of Kindness so near me in
the life of the open worl d . " i.
1 Cconp Farweli Booklet
2 Stoll, K.C.
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Organization Camps
Camps of this type are not run for the economic advajntage
of the owners. The purpose is alv^aye in the interest of jouth.
"The euccesE of each caUip conducted ty tne Boy Scouts of America
is determined "by the extent to whicn it achieves the main object-
ive of Scouting in character huilaing ana citizenship training." i
"The 6irl Scout Camp program is carefuxly planned to teach
good health and to develop character and resourcefulness."
Special efforts are made by the Y.M.C.A. to provide camp
opportunities for newsboys, street boys and nomeless and orphan-
boys. Social Service Cam^s, sucn as The i.-organ -otemorial Cajnp,
South Athol, ilass, , ana Fresh Air Cam^s are undertaking this
great v«orA for tne needy.
Churcn camps usually purpose to bring together youth of
like faith under good leadership and ha^-py nealthful surround-
ings. Classes in life problems, and church relationship are
often offeied.
The Order of Sir Galahad is tyL.ical of tne best church
camp in its aims and purpose:
" It endeavors to interpret religion to boys in terms
of recreational ana other interests, by rituals, init-
iations, vows, pageejnts, and service. In carrying out
this ideal, it tries to snape its program so that the
bo^ s are nelped to make their religion real, their mor-
als clean, their boaiee strong, sjiU tneir minds Keen." 3
The American Youtn Foundation is an example of the splen-
did work of leadership training camps;
" The purposes of the Foundation shall be the discovery
and training of joung people for Christian leadership,
scientific research anc experiuientation in the field of
adolescence, the creation of special literature in the
1 Sargent, Porter, Summer Camps , p. 110
5- Ibid, p. 143
" Ibid, p. 201
€C
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field of Christian training, the assistance of youth
through personal contacts ana student aia, educational
and religious service to indiviQuals and organizations
and to promote tne well-being of Youth tnrougnwut the
world.
"
VALUES REALIZED THROUGH CAi£P ACTIVITIES
The values realized in a camp depend largely upon the own-
ers and leaders of the camp. Camps owned by one or more individ-
uals, sjid operated for economic purposes, do not usually emphasize
all of the values. Many of these private camps are merely good
places to par^ children for the summer. Sucn do not taxe an in-
terest in the development of tne young people. The average fee
is $300 for the season, Where fees run nigher tnan this the
purpose is apparently for making money, not personality. Sel-
kirk Camp has a fee of $1500, and claims its fee to be the high-
est of any cejnp. It is unaemocratic in tnat it "solicits pa-
tronage only from exclusive ana v;ealthy families," ana cannot be
aiming to develop personality.
There are many camps, however, that are seeking to aid
youth in this vital period. They em^^hasize certain activities
for the realization of certain values. The majority of camp
directors use some sort of system of award, or an homor system,
to interest boys ana girls in this realization. A few use a
voluntary system which requires greater effort on the part of
the leaders, but seems to be successful. These values they
seek to em^/hasize are brought out through the aims and purposes
of the cauip, and the various activities.
Alexander, J.L. Tne American Youth Foundation Caiiij-' Curriculum .
f
GE-ISRAL CASES
Instrumental Values
Natural
A camp is not a camp if it is in the city. Hence all
camps emphasize the natur&l environment. They realize the last-
ing impressions made upon the cit^ child of days spent in the
open, close to nature. 'tfoods, water and natural surroundings
are desired.
The natural values are all instrumental and are seldom
mentioned. However, they are very essential to the fulfillment
of other higher values. Hundreds of these could be mentioned
as inSt run;ental in making, a gooa camp.
Wyonegonic pictures some of tnese and snows how they
are helpful in aesthetic appreciation:
" Who will forget the night spent on ];;.ount Washingto/i
with the rugged mountains on all sides, the gold of sunset,
the friendly moon, the flusn of dawn, and the glorious
suni^Lse. Many of the girls climb the Tucxerman Ravine
trail, while others ascend in autos, all meeting at the
Eumi^it."
Farwell pictures aesthetic values of nature and poetry
realized in natural surroundings:
" Beautiful for stately pines,
And all that God can make.
Camp Farwell in her beauty shines
Beside the placid lake. "
Other natural values, physical and external, are used as
means in tne realization of otner values to be mentioned.

Economic
not
One might thinic that cajai^s were. run fcr the economic
training of youth, but a study shows that many camps are set-
ting definite standards for tnis training.
The influence of cam^j owners, directors and leaders in
the wise and "best use of money and facilities has a great ef-
fect upon the mind of youth. Many camps have regulation out-
fits which var;y' from a simple costume tc an elaborate lay-out
of expensive clothing.
Camp Anawan here represents one of tne ty^-ical camp uni-
fonr.E, with necessary ana aesired articles for camp use:
"Regulation Camp Uniforxii"
" You are requesteu tc adhere closely to tne regulation
uniform, as it nas been clearly aemonstiated tnat unity
of costume contributes not only to the appearance of the
camp but to tne camp spirit.
2 pairs navy serge bloomers
1 pair navy corduroy ^^nic^cers ^may taxe place of 1 pair
of bloomers)
1 pair white linen xnickers(for Sundays)
6 or 8 ;/nite middies
2 navy blue jcerchiefs, xialf square
i heavy wool sweater (navy
)
1 navy tam; ^^iaite ducK nat
1 Anawan navy bathing suit (wool jersey)
6 pairs blacji stockings
2 pairs white stocxings
Tennis shoes or sneaxers, .vhite
^eavy shoes for tramping (Bass shoe) (seniors only)
2 pairs grey golf hose, blue stripe in cuff
2 grey flannel miduies for mountain climbing
N
The Junior camp uniform is the san^e as that for the Sen
iore, with the addition of two peasant blue bloomer suit
and socxs if desired.
For those who intenc to take horsebacx riding, the uni-
form riding habit consists of : cotton repped khaki rid-
ing breeches, navy flannel riding coat, puttees, wnite
poplin shirt and navy tie.
€
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"Kecesiary Articles"
" 1 pillow S pairs dark, heavy aooI blank-
3 single sheets etslthis nutnber necessary)
3 pillov.' cases Bath robe
4 bath towels, Bathing slippers
6 hand towels Raincoat, rubbers, rubber boots
Flashlight or overshoes
Laundry bag Flannel j^ajanias or night ar esses
Wall pocicet Tin arinjiing cup v/itn handle
Poncho or rubber blanket j^int size)
" Useful Articles"
" Musical instruiLents Tennis racquet
Kodak Books
Knapsack Fountain ^en
Sewing articles Games " 1
The Aloha Camp maiies the following statement:
" Among the most valuable lessons a camp girl away from
her parents shoula learn is the wise spending of money.
On the whole our attempt to keep tne Alona Ga/np ana
Hive girls on an allowance has been very successful. It
tends to a democratic spirit and greatly helps camp good
will if all are on an equal footing as to spending money.
We earnestly request tnat ^-arents co-operate with us and
do not send extra amounts from time to time in letters to
their cnildren. Aloha girls are v/eli fed and eating be-
tween meals is discouraged. " 2
A few camps have ban^^ing systems to encourage boys end
girls to spend wisely. The Farweli Eanji illustrates metnods
used;
" To discourage girls from running up charge accounts and
to teach them the value of money and tne simple business
methods of handline, it, a Camp bank has been established
at Farvvell and parents are requested to aeposit therein
whatever money tney wish to be placed at tne disposal of
their daughters. A cneck boox is furnishea each girl
and she is taught tne correct methoa of using.it, how to
keep her accounts, and how to plan the spending of her
money so that she will not exceed her allowance. Since
the demands for spending money at Farweli are few, par-
ents are requester to deposit only a small amount to each
camper, and any unspent money is forwarded to her parent."
1 Anawan Caiup Boojilet
f Aloha Camp Boo.a.let
Farweli Camp Booklet
cc
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Intrinsic Lower Values
Recreational
The vast majority of camps are classed as recreational
camps. They offer sports of all ^inds to "bo^ s and girls.
Some specialize in training for efficiency in one and others
in another. Where they do this thej depart from purely recre-
ational and get into the fiela of imowleage. The general ten-
dency is to combine recreation witn all of the activities and use
the play instinct in the realization of otxier values.
The following arejexamples of values of recreation:
" Swimming, diving, life-saving, canoeing, sailing, and
aqua-planing are the major numbers on tne Cauip Mystic
program. The new swiiiiming docic witn spring boards,
slide, stairs, ladders, ana floats is iaeai for all
v»ater sports. Tne shallow A-ater off snore at CaiLp
allows the safest possible Kind of boatm^, canoe pad-
dling, canoe sailing ana aqua-planing."
* Off for the day (Camp Aloha) horseback riding is empha-
sizea in an informal manner ana is therefore unique.
There is sufficient instruction given to insure safety
and proper form. Ring riaing is monotonous and drill
riding has not been given mucn prominence because of tne
delightful wooded roads and mountain patns, mailing long-
er rides more aesirable thau snorter ones. More than
fifteen horses are in use several nours eacn day. Tne
riding master is selected with great care, for character,
skill and experience."
" Cairip Kineowatha believes that a permanent love for
sports and other healthful activities caxi best be secured
through actual experience. An effort is made to en-
courage all canipers to develop a player's inteiest ana to
discourage the critical attitude of the grandstana ex-
pert. Tne camp provides a great variety of activities.
Hoping tnuE to interest every type of cemper in one or
more. An effort is made to provide good instructors
and to teach the fundamentals of good form. At the same
time the idea of playing for the fun of playing is en-
couraged, ana is tnougnt not to be opposed to tne iaea
of playing in good form."
I
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" Funj Yes, we've "been off an a deep-sea fishing trip
witn Capt. King and his crew. One of tne doings of
the camp life is tne fishing trip. Capt. King is a
safe skipper and a good guide to tne naunts of tne aeep-
sea fish. We never fail to bring nome the fieh. Some-
tiiLes the "big one weighs from 15 to 20 pounds. Tne fel-
low who catches the "biggest fish gets a real reward in
the praise of tne party and a box of candy to pass a-
round to his friends," (Baptist Eoys' Gajnp)
" Games . All kinds from Run, Sheep, Kun, and Sardines,
to volley "ball "by moonlight. Almost ever^ evening un-
til dark we gather for outdoor games - simple ones in
which everyone can partici^^ate and yet such fun?
Dancing . To dance under the pines and to feel the rhythm
of soft music exhilarates the whole body and makes one tin-
gle with the joy ana freedom of tne big out-of-aoors.
"
(Camp Niqueenum)
" Aside from the healthful recreation afforded through
participation in all the s^orte represented in camp,
boys have the opportunity for aeveloijing their special
aptitudes in baseball, swimming , tennis or track through
inaividual coaching. Frequent games are played between
teams of tne cajnp iii the various branches of Sjjort, and
interest is furtner stimulated b^ contests with otner
caHipE." (Camp MoosilauKe)
" At camp the child finds a natural outlet for her in-
stinctive desire to play. Every opportunity is taken
to develop this desire, and to give ner plenty of well-
directed, wnolesome, interesting games, as well as facil-
ities for free play." (Camp Q,uinibeck)
Recreation and work are combined in many cainps where
campers assume duties of tne camp, Anawan is an example:
" Each girl is expectea to ::.a^-:e ner own bea and to do her
share in keeping her snack, tent, the bungalow and
grounds in order."
Other recreational values will be seen as instrumental
to other intrinsic values.
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Bodily
Health it essential to happiness for tne individual and
group in camp. Hence every camp emphasizes the physical com-
forts and care of tne campers. Tne camp is rare that does not
have a resident nurse or a doctor near tne camp. Many have "both
on the staff and an infirmary for tneir use.
The typical plans for safeguarding health are represented
in the following from Kiqueenum' s booiclet:
" The healtn of each girl is carefully guarded and the
weight is taken at regular intervals. We ta^ie great ae-
light in sending our girls home in such good condition
that thej should remain well throughout the v^inter, "ffe
ask tne parents to cooperate witn us by not senaing boxes
of food or candy to their daughters. The outdoor life
is taiien into consideration when planning tiie meals and
even ravenous appetites should be satisfied. Ijo canned
foods are served; there is always a ^^lentiful supply of
fresh fruits and vegetables on nand. Crackers are pro-
vided at appropriate times wnenever girls feel nungry.
A limited amount of sweet chocolate is sold during of-
fice hours. We are fortunate in having a spring on the
property, whicn supplies chemically pure drinking water.
Particular attention is given to keeping everything
clean, hygienic arid sanitary. Tne grounds > the living
and sleeping quarters, tne toilets, as well as tne kit-
chen facilities will bear inspection at any time....
Every effort is made to teach poise and control of the
body so tnat a camper will learn how to do tnings well
and in good form.
"
A few camps give tnorough physical exeuixinations at tne
opening of the season and again at tne close, to aid parents in
the care of their boys and girls. and the directors of athletics
in the planning of their camp activities. As a usual tning
leaders work together to promote health, as they do at Pine
Tree Camp:
" Our chief of athletic sports assists tne Director in
seeing that girls are sensibly clad, in determining the
amonnt of exercise that will be beneficial and judicious
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and in prescribing corrective gymnastics for any girl wno
needs special development."
Water sports ere coxLn.on to alx csiLps e.nd there is always
a possibility of acciaents. Camps nave to safeguard this.
" iiuch attention is given to the test metnods of rescuing
and breaking all possible holds of a arowning person, and
.teaching resuscitation according to the Scnaeffer method.
Out best swimmers strive eagerly for tne Life Saving em-
blem of tne J^^aiional Association." ^Camp Alona)
Bodily •Balues are instrumental in the gaining of other
values:
" Physical exercise is of parejnount importance in devel-
oping physical strength, health, mental action and hab-
its of usefulness. Our method of physical development
is simiple but effective. It builds tne boa^ symmetric-
ally. It avoids all athletic stunts whicn produce ex-
haustion and injury to the inin^ature boy. The consensus
of opinion of old caHip boys is that, when they return to
school aftei- a summer at Algonquin, they do a higher
• grade of wor^c in stucy ana in scnocl athletics, and do
not suffer from tnet soreness of muscles so comoixn in
the first practice at school," (Camp Algoiiquin)
Social
Other values are greatly dependent upon social values.
" A camp truly educational in its aims and results, one
giving the cnilo the rignt environment and training, has
at its heaa en educator, a person of vision, initiative,
force." (Cam^ ^uanset)
Because of this gre&t care is t&jcen in the choice of di-
rectors and other leaders, as is demanded at Algonquin.
" The council is selectee of men oi sterling character
who are able, willing ana reaay to heli^ the boys to main-
tain the high standard of tne cajiip. The council engage
in all the outooor life of the camip. Harsh measures
are not allowed. The friendly anri around the shoulder,
the kind advice, and the snowing the boy to what a bad
fault may lead does more to train a boy in the way he
should go than a reprimand. The consta,nt contact with
such men is a rare privilege which few boys enjoy."
c
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Aloha brings the best family spirit into tne camp.
" From the beginning tne leadersnijj of the cemps has been
carried by members of tne Gulick family , keeping always
the friendly, intimate fsonily spirit, even in the larger
groups. Bj forming smaller groups of girls within the
large group, every girl receives tne benefits of a small
cajiip, with individual help and attention, At the same
time a united camp, working or flaying togetner, gives
her the value of living in a larger comii^unity, witn the
'give and take' of life and its challenge for leadership,
resourcefulness, adaj^tability , and growth,"
Througxi the nomeliice atmosphere and close friendship of
leaders at Wihakowi Camp , "campers learn many lessons of tolerance,
resourcefulness, loyalty and leadership, in fact, they learn to
live the life at camp by meeting anu mastering many of tne prob-
lems foimd in later life."
"The value of inspiration is recognized at Medomak, and
it influences very strongly the cnoice of councilors."
Campers, in numerous camps^ are carefully chosen and the
right is reserved to dismiss them if necessary. Medomajc camp
director "accents only boys who measure up to the Medomajc stan-
dard, for he knoy;s tnat an^, rift in the fine s^^irit of co-oper-
ation tnat pervades Kedomak life^would render ineffectual all
its influence for right development."
" The boy who lives in daily contact tnroughout tne sum-
mer with boys from all parts of tne country, comes a//ay
from camp with a broader j^nowledge ana experience. He
can 'get along' and mejce friends anywnere."
Niqueenum accepts only girls of Christian families, well
recommended, and Wihakowi , only girls of hign character. Sever-
al camps have similar requirements.
c
Maay camps put forth an effort to carry associational
values to wider circles. Current events a .d topics of world
interest are discussed. Projects in the interest of society
are worked out to enlarge the social vision. One camp, in-
stead of a Sunday collection, gives a contribution to aid less
fortunate children.
Intrinsic Higher Values
Intellectual
There are camps with the special purpcse of tutoring
campers in subjects in preparation for school work. Numer-
ous camps offer tutoring to those who desire it. Some camps
offer no tutoring in book subjects.
Intellectual values are realized through the various
activities in a far more effective way than through books.
The following are common to most camps:
" In order that the long vacation may not cause a
cessation of helpful mental sind physical activity,
each boy spends his morning hours under instruction
in one or more of the various occupations- nature
study^ shop work, school studies, scouting, swimming
or baseball practice, etc . " (Gamp Moosilau'ie)
" Nature study is carried on all summer and the girls
gain an appreciative knowledge of the trees, the birds,
the flowers, th^ insects, and the varied natural phenom
ena of the region. There are councilors in charge of
this department whose rare scientific knowledge and hap
py manner of presentation have created unusual enthusi-
asm in nature lore. Various phases of campcraft pro-
vide opportunities for the appreciation of real camping
and help the girls to adequately take care of them-
selves in the big woods." (Camp Wyonegonic)
" The real enjoyment of all future vacations is made
more real by the training which the boy receives, and
the boys acquire a deeper veneration for the Power
which controls all things. Words cannot convey the
meaning which a study of nature does. "(Camp Algonquin)
c
Some camps have professional men who teach sports ac
in schools. Equitation, sailing, canoeing, tennis, baseball
and almost every form of recreation can be found in some camp,
taught correctly. Almost all camps require every camper to
learn to swim. One camp trains in domestic science by "play
at housekeeping"
. Red Cloud gives expert instruction in wire-
less and the making of sets, and also the study of automobile
construction. Pine Tree Camp has its o^m camp where the boys
and girls are taught gardeni ig. They also guide the training
of campers in their leisure hours through a good library.
Aesthetic
" Suppose someone should tell you that outside of fairy-
tales taere is a place where, after a day of joyous ac-
tivities that sparkle long in yo^or memory, you slip
your canoe through the quiet depths of clear water-
drifting, drifting into the reflected heart of sunset's
breath-taki ig loveliness; where the hilis in three-
patterned folds rest with protective gesture about the
lake and near-by village; and where wind in the pines
and white birches lulls you finally to sleep in a
bungalow close by the water's edge, with waves gently
lapping on a sandy beach. You might answer , 'That '
s
where dreaiiis come true' . Agreed I That is Lochearn
Gamp on Fairlee Lake in the Connecticut River valley
in the G-reen Mountains of Vermont."
The natural surroundings of camips aid the leader in
helping the boys a id girls to realize the beautiful in common
things. Camps make great use of this in choosing their
locations; a pretty spot is chosen for the camp site, or an
attractive one is chosen for the council ring. All Aloha
"tents and cabins command views of great beauty".
" One can but f;jel the freedom of the atmosphere
and tne inspiration of Nature in this ideal spot
chosen for the setting of Anawan."
c
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" Ah.1 The mountain views, sunrises, sunsets, healing
and invigorating altitudinous climate I Here are the
spots G-ocl Liace beautiful 1
' HoV/.
;
proud an I to own my chosen home,
Here jladl;'- bide, nor longer wish to roam;
My tower of strength, y.yxn.t Washington afar;
My mirror, yonder lake; my light, the evening star!'
Following the four days of inspiration among the
Notches and mountain peaks the boys return to the Beth-
lehem head-qu&,rters for refreshment a d rest . " (i^ioosilaulce)
The description, pictures and life of the G-ulick Camp
are filled with beauty. Some camps are fort'onate in having
more beautiful surroundings tlian others, but there are alv/ays
beauty spots to be found if one seeks for them. Nature
study nay be taught from a text book and be considered inter-
esting by a pupil, but when studied out- of- doors it becomes
alive, attractive and full of beauty.
" It is the aim of Niqueenum to have her girls learn to
love the outdoor life, so v/henever possible, everything
is done in tho open, even handicraft, painting, tutoring,
etc. Vie like to influence our girls to appreciate the
joy of being alive and to fell the exuberance of health
which comes with proper living out of doors We
stimulate an interest ii the calls of the birds, the
fragrance of the woods, tne magnificient sunsets reflect-
ed in the lake, the approach of storms a id the formation
of rocks. Different excursions are taken for the purpose
of collecting flowers, moths, beetles, and ferns, which
help us to observe nature in all its beauty."
Horseback riding gives an opportunity for observation of
the beautiful in the natural.
" The experience, the knowledge attained, a id the joy of
it cannot be adequately estimated in the life of a boy.
'And I am sorry for him who cannot hear what the tall
trees have to say,
Who is deaf to trie call of the running stream aid the
lanes that lead 1.0 play.
The boy that shins up the faithful elm or sprawls on
the river's bank
Is more richly blessed with the Joys of life than any
good man of rank!'"
rc
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The aesthetic is emphasized in other cainiD activities as
Ogontz does in self expression:
" Self expression through rhythm and beautiful music were
very manifest to us in all their beauty, when our dancings
teacher put on her final dancing fete. Perhaps it was
that the atmosphere of the lakeside made the nymphs and
elves more beautiful in their woodland ways than a mere
stage could make them, but certainly we watched with
great pleasure the development in grace and poise of our
campers under the leader's able direction. Surythmic
dancing, interpreting beautiful music, has a double in-
flue ice on the developing girl."
Mystic says, "What greater joy is there than to give ex-
pression to beauty in a beautiful environment?"
G-raceful movements of the body are sought in swimming,
diving and in soae land sports. Wyonegonic offers, as do many
camps, painting, dramatics and craftwork to stress the aesthetic
values. At Wahtonah "creative ability is developed in design-
ing and making Jewelry, weaving, batik, basketry, leather and
woodwork.
"
Anawan and other camps have parades of decorated canoes.
Many of these show great powers of creativity in artistic de-
signs. One of these was a Dutch scene with windmill and man
and woman in costume.
Beauty is also expressed and developed through good sing-
ing and music in camp. Orchestras, victrolas and radios bring
the best music, if the director is good and has a taste for the
better music.
" The singing of Geunp Songs is a feature of great pleas-
ure to all cajipers and visitors. A real song is con-
tagious. We sang many of our best sentiments into our
own hearts as well as into the hearts of others. The
soft accompaniment of the violin in our service of song,
the whispering of the winds in the pines , the lapping of
the water against the beach, and the murmur of the brook
make up a harmony we shall not soon forget. "(Ogontz)
r
Character
" Life in the beautiful, great out-of-doors gives to
youth its soundest basis for health, its surest found-
ation for character and its safest tests for moral
decisions; especially if that life be surrounded by
an atmosphere of kindness, self-control, courtesy and
thoughtfulness for others. This life is assured to
girls at Neshobe- the Camp of Happiness."
An almost identical statement is made for the camp for
boys, Cump Otter. While camps vary in the statements they
make about camp activities, many say definitely that they aim
through various sports and duties to bring out certain quali-
ties in the boys and girls. Character development is an im-
portant aim in numerous camps; Winneshewauka requires "refine-
ment of manners, neatness of person, habits of order and
punctuality.
"
By means of recreation, Pequawket, with countless other
camps seeks to exercise "qualities of courage, persistence, dis-
cipline of self for the team - and smile at defeat or victory
alike in the spirit of sportsmanship at its best."
" In the games, team work, fair play and self control
are all-important factors. At the end of the season the
tournaments show what each girl has gained in skill and
sportsmanship, while a healthy competition keeps enthu-
siasm alive throughout tho season. ' (Anawan^
Nature lessons teach character lessons as is shown in
the statements of Cajnp Ogontz and Camp Algonquin:
" Bnos A. Mills, one of the pioneers in Nature Study,
defined it thus- 'Nature guiding is helping people to
become happily acquainted with the life and wonders of
wild nature.' In the summer camp lies a rich oppor-
tunity for the child to develop this happy acquainta ice
with all of Nature's realm, the birds, trees, flowers,
stars, and insects. Llany primal lessons of life may
be taught here . There is no shame in the woods
.
Here we find the mutual dependence of all livin>;; things
of flowers and bugs, as well as human beings. "/q
learn to lovo every sound, the whisper of the pines,
f
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the sleepy call of the katydid, the lapping of the
water on the shore. T7e feel the infinite peace, a
reverence of nature, a desire to protect rather than
destroy." (Ogontz)
" The study of nature teaches the habit of close ob-
servation and that kindness wine the confidence of
the bird and animal life and gives the boys a greater
opportunity to study their daily life and habits."
(Algonquin)
A large number of camps use self-government in charac-
ter building as does Gamp Ogontz:
" The self government system is used in our camp. It
is represe itei by a council formed by the leading girl
from each cabin. In these council meetings of girls
we have the training in self understanding and self
directing which makes for permanent character growth."
" The most significant of these (awards) is a gold
medal awarded to t'nat boy who in each group has, in the
opinion of the camp and council, been the best influence
for right living during the entire camp season. This
award stamps the recipient as one who has stood out
from the beginning until the end of camp as an example
of the best Red Cloud type." (Red Cloud)
Contact with the high ideals of the leaders and their
personality builds character ideals that grow into values.
" Lloral growth is dependent upon good companionship,
days filled with pleasant and wholesome occupation,
and the leadership of men whose own lives present
worthy ideals to boys. Informal talks by the Direct-
ors and i;Iasters are the basis of necessary ethical
instruction." ; Gamp lloosilauke)
" The summer was truly a continual round of pleasures.
It could hardly be otherwise with a thoughtful director,
an earnest council and a group of boys who were always
willing to learn and follow advice. Algonquin affords
a wonderful opportunity for the younger fellows to de-
velop into good men of strong and upright character."
(Algonquin)
r
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Relisious
The majority of canps do not emphasize religious values.
The usual statement is in reference to a change of program on
Sunday, aid the boys and girls may go to church if they wish.
At Pequawket it is not compulsory but is a habit. A simple
undenominational service is held so.ae time during the day.
Some camps have risen to tne great opportunity, and we
find morning assemblies in such camps as Red Wing and Aloha,
where the Bible is read, hymns sung, and prayer offered.
Camp Otter has the morning service and a simple prayer to close
the day. "The memory of the bugler's cornet carrying the fam-
iliar air of some gospel hymn to camper's ears just before
prayers and taps, will linger long in the memory of boys."
The Baptist camp for boys expresses religious ideals in
the foliowi
.g which was under the picture of a beautiful sun-
set: " To sit on the beach and watch the moon and the stars
rise out of the sea, and to think G-od' s thoughts after
Him, are among the most wonderful experiences that ever
come into a boy's life."
Under the picture of the Temple are these words:
" This is the Temple. The whole life of Ocean Park
Centers in this beautiful building. Here hundreds of
lives, inspired by the highest ideals of Christian
living, have gone out to greciter service for America
and the world. The Temple seats more than 1,400
people. The best preachers in America come here to
preach a :d to teach."
Maranacook seeks to bring about a natural love of relig-
ious values:
" To aim at the creation of an atmosphere which will help
every boy to be faithful to his home faith a id training.
€r
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to have only a few religious observances, but those
to be marked by simplicity, sincerity a.d the avoid-
ance of all controversial ground, to interpret by
daily example the religion of the Lord's Prayer and
th^ 'T-olden Rule, tnese are the ai:is of idaranacook.
It is our custom to have a simple grace at meal time
and to observe Sunday in religious service which will
be interesting and helpful to boys of any religious
communion, and by spending the day more quietly than
the other days, at the sai.ie time avoiding dullneic"
( La ranaCOok)
Many camps express religious feelings through poetry
and through hjnn singing, and often an original hymn sets
forth the religious atmosphere of the camp. Vfinona does
this through:
A Chant Out of Doors
" G-od of grave nights,
G-od of brave mornings
,
G-od of silent noon.
Hear my salutation!
For where the rapids rage white and scornful
I have passed safely, filled with wonder;
Where the sweet pools dre&-m under willows,
I have been swimming, filled with life.
G-od of round hills,
G-od of ^een valie-'s,
G-od of clear springs,
Hear my salutation!
For where the m^ot-e feeds I hax^e eaten berries,
T7here the moose drinlcs , I have drunk deep,
"lien the etorr. crashed throujh broken heavens-
And under clear skies- I have known joy.
G-od of great trees,
G-od of wild grasses,
Cxod of little flowers,
Hear my salutation!
For where the deer crops and the beaver plunges,
Near the river I have pitched my tent;
Whore th ? pines cast aromatic needles
On a Btlll floor, I have known peace.
G-od of grave nights,
G-od of brave mornings,
G-od of silent noon,
Hear my salutation! "
(M. W. Camp Winona)
Ie
Specific Gases
A few camps are cited as examples of those tciat are
accomplishing their plans for the development of a complete
personality
.
" Gamp Monadnock was established in 1914 by the present
Director with the aim of giving to a selected and con-
genial group of boys a summer in the woods and on the
water, where they might gain strong bodies, the will
to do things well, whether work or play, and a desire
to be helpful nembersyof a group .
"
The camp surroundings aid in making a"real camp".
"The camp's fine health record is partly due to an admirable
combination of high altitude, exposure to fair southwest winds,
invigorating pine-scented air a,id natural drainage" . Other
things add to health safety. "The water is tested regularly
by the State Board of Health". There is u camp physician at
call -service, and then there is a aedical man living at the
camp. The food is excellent and carefully prepared.
There are recreational and social values in the camping
trips ar.d the "Long Hike" madeby many boys . These values
with character values are found in the athletics. "The value
of teamwork and the necessity for self-control and fair play
are made the foundation of the moral iistruction in athletics".
An Incentive to good character is made through honors.
"The boy who shows the best all-round spirit and endeavor and
who co-operates most unselfishly with his camp mates and the
Gour.selors, so that he is a positive influence, wins the honor
in his division of having his name engraved on one of the of
the permanent cups or on the shield."
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Positive social values are expected through the leaders.
"Their characters and personalities must bo forceful to enable
them to exert an influence for good. They must know how to
A guide, restrain and encourage as the individual nature of each
requires .
"
Intellectual values are gained through instruction in
campcraft, carpentry, photography, lifesaving and phases of
scouting.
These values along with aesthetic values are realized
through nature study and the making of a "Fore'st G-arden"
.
Experiments of various sorts are tried out here, plants are
studied, and "with appreciation of tiisir beauty should co.ne
an understanding of their place and function in the scheme
of the outdoors".
The religious values emphasized seem to be limited to
Sunday v/ith a quiet day and sinple services "with talks that
apply directly to a boy's life."
x4 unique feature of this cam^j is a. fortnightly report
to the parents. "This serves tv;o purposes- it keeps the
parents in close touch with the boys' life at camp, and in-
sures the counselors making a careful study of each one of
his boys, for he must vn:*ite an intelligent personal letter to
the mother showing that he understands the boy and is working
to develop him along the right lines.
" For years Gamp lionadnock has given boys from eight to
sixteen years of age, healthful, profitable and happy
summers and has sent them back to their parents with a
real gain in character, resourcefulness and physique.
Life ill the outdoors with wholesome companions and
friendly men who foster the ideals of true comradeship
i
is the opportunity Camp l^Ionadnock offers to a boy
durinj tlie important formative years of his youth.
It cultivates in him a sense of responsibility, order-
liness, cheerfulness in the performance of duty, love
of nature, unselfishness- those qualities that are so
necessary to a v;ell rounded life." (Camp lionadnock)
A booklet of letters and excerpts from letters give
evidence to the fact that the camp is realizing values as it
plans. Parents wrote of the splendid physical condition in
which boys returned from camp. Attitude and effort were
changed or improved, as, "T7e noted a very great improvement
in his general deportment, in his mental condition and his
attitude toward life in general, and while, of course, part
of this is due to increased age and experience, there is no
question whatever but that you and your councilors aided tnat
progress in a very great and satisfactory way."
The Dean of the Harvard 3-rt.duate School of Education,
after a visit wrote of several favorable points and continued
with, "The camp is ideally situated, a id all the sanitary
arrangements seemed to me to be admirable*"
A goodly number of letters spoke of the fine type of
leaders "who appeal so strongly to boys". One letter says,
"He is full of praise for the camp, the director, councilors
and boys." The value of learning under such men was mention-
ed also. "Then your reverential Sunday service with its
pleasant gravity, that must always remain in the boys' minds
wherever they go .
"
rc
Camp Moy-Mo-Da-Yo for girls through a booklet, "Sparks
from the Log" reveals many values that the girls receive.
The girls themselves express what camp life should mean to
them.
"
'M' should not only represent our achievement for t:iis
past summer, but it should be a talisman for the future,
to hold us to the ideals which it represents at camp..
And so, your wearers of the live up to the trust
given you when you go forth under its colors and show
that you are true IIoy-Lio girls forever."
" It is obvious that camp life is a sc^mple of real life,
for the same problems and duties that confront one here
will be met often in the future. The camp becomes
more aid more each year a treasured prize to a camper."
The articles written by the girls brought out many tiJies
the values of learning, of developing character, of seeing the
beautiful and realizing the sacred and holy. The following
are key sente'ices to the true values of Camp iJoy-Mo-Da-Yo
.
"
'Twas interesting to see the trees gettixig smaller
and smaller as we climbed until at last there were none."
" S£.,7 rocks, granite, rose and smoky quartz".
" The clouds and their shadows on the hills were a.^ong
the most beautiful pictures we had."
Hikes and trips in the rain were means of developing
character values. They learned to enjoy themselves in spite
of hardships. "The girls were all good sports and entered
into songs
, cheers and sports .
"
One girl pictured the value of camp friendships in a
very true way: "Living in close contact with girls all day f jr
two months, one soon finds out the beauty of each girl's
character; a true blue friend is a wonderful thing to have- a
friend who will stay by you, regardless of v/hat may happen."
cr
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Still another article says, "It is next to impossible
for a camper to live eigtit weeks at IIoy-Mo and not realize that
living and sharing with others is the greater thing for which
caiVip is meant . "
Religious and aesthetic values are combined with other
values in a natural way. Poems with beautiful and holy
thoughts are written by the girls, thus allowixig them to re-
lease the creativity power of v/hich they are at this period
becoming aware. One poem is quoted as an example.
"A New Day"
" The sky is gray and over the lake
The mist begins to rise;
The glory of another day
Unfolds before our eyes.
The birds which all the long night through
Have slept in bush and tree
,
Not/ wake, and then, Lord, doth ensue
A hymn of praise to Thee."
Organization Gamps
Example from iviagic Casements
The Y.7/.G.A. has started a movement for a new kind of
program to be used in camps. It has been tried out success-
fully in a fev; caips under their supervision.
The piJirpose of the canps is to aid the girls in their
growth in becoming "free, strong and effective persons", and
"stir into life potentially vital impulses". "Sheer joy of
living is what we are after, but we want this Joy of living
to last and to grow through a lifetijne."

Magic Casements Reveals some of the higher values
received through the camp programs. These programs are
built around the interests of the girls. Each girl is
given an interest card and asked to:
" Please triple check chief interest, double check
those in which you wish to participate, and single
check mere interests.
1 . SPORTS miat kind?
2. PAGEAIITS Participant Observer
3. WOODCRAFT Outdoor cooking Overnight hikes
4. P03TRY Original Read aloud Listen
5. MUSIC Llandolin Lead Uke G-roup singing
6. DECORATIVE ART Tie-dyeing Batik V/oodcuts
Clay modeling Sketching Basketry
7. BOOKS Read Discuss
8. NATURE LORE Stars Flowers Trees Birds
Butterflies Rocks
9. REST AND SLEEP
10. FIRST AID
11. DANCIIIO- Natural Clogging
Name Address
Have you ever been to camp before?
If so, what did you enjoy most?
Please make suggestions for camp on the other side of
this card."^
In these camps creativity and voluntary action are
allowed great opportunities for development. G-irls are
urged to think and plan for themselves
.
Music affords aesthetic values in these camps, as one
can see tnrough the types of music rendered. The toy orches-
tra with its several parts played an arrangement of ilozart's
Minuet from E^ Symphony, a sextette of girls sang "The Bells
of St. Mary's", and "The Hope Carol" was tried by a group.
One counselor wrote "I was pleased to find that 'I Will Give
You the Keys'
,
and 'Over Hill, Over Dale' v;ere more popular
tOaan 'Chevfine Gum'
. although that did come up." ^
Perkins, Ruth. Jagic Casements , p. 21.
2 Ibid. p. 46
r
Beauty is realized in nature, in the study of flowers,
birds, trees and stars, and stories about them:
" The double star Llizar and Alcor, o.i the handle of the
Big Dipper, was pointed out as the test for eyesi.^at.j^
with the Indian legend about the Squav/ and Papoose".
" A boat was also decorated with different kinds of trees,
flowers and ferns which had been identified. During
the evening program one member of the group, after step-
ping fro.-i the boat, danced an interpretation of the
spirit of nature, representing it as beautiful but elu-
sive, and therefore much to be sought for by each in-
dividual .
" The girls were fascinated with the beautv to be seen
in a flower by closely studying its parts. '"^
Another form of aesthetic values is found in the following:
" I never knew," says one girl, "that where you put a
thing made so much difference. If it does in the ar-
rangement of jugs, I am ^oing to try it on the living
room furniture at home."^
Recreational values find fulfillment in water and land
sports. Water programs are planned that interest the girls in
development in swimming and other activities.
" They played many group games for the sheer joy of play-
ing; they played baseball for the fun of playing it
more than for improved technique; they planned to be not
so much a separate group as one which would take the init-
iative in starting games which would get the whole camp
together for fun and frolic and the exhilaration that
comes from group sports."^
Associations with other girls in interest groups, in group
singing, the orchestra, the play and other ways, leave valuable
memories with the girls. Through these they often gain new
standards of living and higher ideals. Thus strong characters
develop in this outdoor, wholesoi.ie atmosphere. The leaders
try, too, to help the girls build right inner attitudes and out-
ward behavior by forming right habits.
The whole system is permeated with intellectual values,
and their is an undercurrent of religious values which is felt in
a natural wav by tha .-rirla^ although not stressed.
1 Ibid p. 48 3 Ibid p»52 5 Ibid p. 86
2 " P-5I 4 " p. 123
r
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FOFGCAST
" The greatest contribution that has been made to the
education of the world, has been by America in estab-
lishing its summer camps ."
^
The great increase in the number of camps, and the
place they are filling in the life of young America are proof
enough that camps have come to stay. America is awakening
to the fact that these camps exist and that some are better
than others.
The future of camps looks favorable, but the general
public must see the dangers a
-d help avoid them. The pure
money making scheme should not be tolerated in camp work.
Youth should be the center of interest for the camp owner.
There are dangers of poor leadership, irresponsible
counselors, unsanitary conditions, and many other things
which should be avoided. G-reatest of all dangers are the
"disvalues" youth may receive. "Throng emphasis may turn out
a mechanically good person, a youth who is selfishly seeking
values only to benefit himself.
However large these da^igers loom up, aid however
serious they may be, there are al?ra.ys hopeful signs brought
forward by the safe and sane thinkers of today.
Value-seeking Parents
The parents of youth are beginning to awaken to the
fact that camps are influencing their boys and girls in
their attitudes, ideals a d actions. Hence the need arises
for standards or tests that will guide parents in the choice
of camps
.
1 Commissioner of Education of G-reat Britain
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In the book on Siammer Gamps "by Porter Sargent, taere
is an article, "daoosing a Gamp". This gives the many things
the parent should consider before deciding which camp should
be chosen for his boy or girl to attend.
The following "Ten Tests for a Gamp" was clipped from
a daily newsjpaper:
" A camp for boys, or for girls, has definite and
peculiarly favorably opportunities for education. In
part these opportunities lie in camp environment, in
the program, and in the attitude of the campers.
When our son is ready for camp, I shall propose certain
specific tests for the camp I am considering. Among
these tests, I have chosen ten- not necessarily in
order of importance- to set down here.
First: Is he safe? Will my son return to me? \That
are the health requiremeits for campers, counselors,
cooks, and the whole personnel of the camp? What is
the physical environment and equipment? What are the
provisions to prevent, or care for, possible illness
or accident?
Second: Does the camp maintain a high level of physi-
cal vitality? Does it aid in developing hygienic
habits of living? Does it enable campers to keep well,
to have the power, speed, endurance, and nerve control
necessary for working consistently on a high level of
accuracy and efficiency?
Third: Does the camp furnish a favorable opportunity
for developing tlirough satisfying practice, the quali--
ties of a good citizen? Is there provision for initia-
tive, leadership, co-operation, and intelligent obedi-
ence to authority? Is courteous consideration of the
rights a.id obligations of others a part of everyday
living?
Fourth: What are the opportunities for having vital
contact with real people? Are the leaders genuine-
what they pretend to be? Is there a kind of high,
Joyous seriousness in the spirit of the camp? What
kind of talk goes on in camp when the campers or
counselors are just talking?
Fifth: Is the program of activities well planned?
Does it provide for individual differences? Is there
well regulated freedom, attractive activities, free
from hurry, c train, worry and envy? Jan the camper
get his satisfaction out of worthwhile activity well
done, rather than by surpassing somebody?
r
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Sixth: Does the camp provide new, or supplementary
outdoor experiences? Does he have new experiences
with flowers, birds and bugs, wind, rivers, and trees,
with mountainB, plains, and the open sky'-'' Are these
experiences glided enough but not too much?
Seventh: Does th:^ ca.iiper develop a larger repertory
of sports in which he can participate with increasing
skill and satisfr.ction? Are so e of these sports those
which he can carry on later in life? Does the camp
help him to get out of the 'dub' class in some activity?
Eighth: Does the camp foster the mental and emotional
attitude of seeking, knowing, and understanding the
beautiful? This beauty may be in generous, courteous,
helpful acts, in music, in dramatics, in the rising sun
or the starry heavens. Is the camp free from the Iiard-
boiled attitude that considers a lover of the beautiful.a
'sissy'?
Ninth: 77hat is the spiritual attitude of the camp? Is
it free from cynicism, and superficial, smart sophisti-
cation? Is there a spirit of reverence for the true,
the beautiful and the good? Is t.iere able serious guid-
ance in helping him think through the problems that con-
front him?
Tenth: Is the camp a happy place? Is there wholesome,
manly comradeship free from sentimentality? Is there
in everything tho joy of being alive? Is there adven-
ture and high daring in the fine art of living?
The one who takes from me my boy, or my girl, if I had
one^ must answer some such questions as I have set down.
Finally, is there some one specific person in the camp
who is personally responsible for my boy day and night,
asleep or awake? Who is he?"!.
Leaders
Leaders also are at work. Hundreds of interested
educational leaders are studying youth and camps for tae pur-
pose of giving to youth the best possible camp opportunities
that they may develop and grow to the best of their ability.
They are placing camps on an educational basis, not
and
merely intellectual, but social, moral, religious as well.
The center of interest of these leaders is trie youth and tney
Fretwell, S.K.
,
Th^ Red Book :.:a;-^azine •
I
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are planning for him. The plans are not to develop an in-
dividual as an individual, but as a co-worker with others for
the realization of the highest values and supreme purposes
of life.
A few camps are attempting to work out these plans and,
no doubt, others will be compelled to raise their standards.
A recent movement is the Camp Directors Association. The
following is put out in i)amphlet form and enclosed with camp
booklets. A note on the cover notifies parents that the camp
sending it is a member of the Association.
"Basic Standards for Summer Camps"
" The Gsmp Directors Association, a national organ-
ization of more than four hundred members who are
directors of camJs, has zealously guarded the camp-
ing movement from commercialism and loyally maintained
high moral and educational standards for camps . In
order that these standards may be understood by parents
and for those who may be contemplating the conduct of
a summer camp, the folio wi:ig was adopted and is recog-
nized as basic standards for summer camps.
In view of the responsibility brought by past achieve-
ment and recognition, we, as camp directors, wish to
state our common and fundamental aims and standards,
both for ourselves and all others who would undertake
this important work.
Article I
We believe that the value of any camp depends, first
of all, upon its directors. The individual camp is
the outgrowth of the personality, vision, and ability
of its directors, transmitted directly and indirectly
through their helpers to every camper.
Article II
The physical fundamentals of a good camp are:
Strict and intelligent attention to
Sanitation
Pure and sufficient water supply
Clean, balanced and appetizing food
€f
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Safety in all activities
Beauty and healthfulness of location
Such thoughtful selection of equipment as shall se-
cure for each camp whatever its director considers
useful in carrying out his work for his campers.
Article III
Turning now to the higher purposes which the good camp
fulfills, we believe that the good camp should apply
to its work, as well as to its corps of helpers, three
measuring rods: Health, Character, Joy.
A. We believe that the good camp measures the value :;f
its location, sanitation, food, equipment, personal
relationships and programs in terms of Health *
It makes the inclucation of health habits an integ-
ral part of the camp program, and strives to have
its campers attain good health as a durable and joy-
ful possession, worthy of daily effort and attention.
B. We believe that the good camp measures the value of
its Ijcation, its equips ent, personal relationshi:ps
,
and program in terms of Character *
It consciously and unconsciously develops in its
campers the fundamental virtues, such as obedience
to law for the good of the whole, resourcefulness,
loyalty, tolerance, generosity, a desire to serve,
leadership- in short, the qualities most needed for
good citizenship.
C. We believe that the good camp measures the value
of its location, its equipment, personal relation-
ships, aid program in terms of Joy.
It secures happiness for the camp season. i^ore
than this, one chief effect is to enable our youth
to re-value for themselves the various ways men em-
ploy to secure happiness. Thus the good camp edu-
cates for leisure, and for lifelong enjoyment of
the durable satisfactions of life.
Article VI
We have the right to expect, even in the brief
period of one season, some measure of benefit in
each of these three points:
Superior health and the knowledge and will to
serve it.
Llastery of the body. Joy and skill in its
use both on land and in wp.ter, keenness of eye
and ear, deftness of hand, senses alert in ob-
servaLion, hearts responsive to beauty.
Social consciousness and responsibility, modesty
in victory and ;^raciousness in defeat, resource-
fulness and reliability, contentment with sim- .
plicity and readiness to serve and to endure.
r
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We, the members of this Association, take upon our-
selves our chosen task, the conscious work with Life
itself. Let us ever measure our work by the achieve-
me.it of more abundant Life for our campers, our help-
ers and ourselves."
Organizations such as the Y.Tf.C A. are developing camp
II
^
programs on educational principles. Jagic Casements by-
Ruth Perkins shows how successful puch camps have been. No
awards are given and success is measured in the satisfaction
that comes froa achievement and from engaging i... vital ex-
periences with congenial companions, and not by receiving
ribbons or banners or credits. The chief competition is
that within oneself which means: increasing .uastery in the
realm of sports, crafts, and science; growing beauty because
of discovering and obeying the laws of health; greater and
greater understanding of people ajid of life; larger freedom by
way of quickened minds and freed imaginations . " ^
I
1 Perkins, Ruth, lilap^ic Casements . p.
f
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SUMMARY
Man is ever seeking things he desires . Tliat for
which he searches may be for mere satisfaction of his de-
sires. In this case he desires pleasure for pleasure's
sake. Any value thus derived is not lasting - it soon
fades. The satisfaction comes only when he attempts to
live up to his ideals. Value is achieved through the re-
alization of ideals, such as ideals of beauty or character.
But values and ideals, so far as we know exist only
in and for persons. Man is ever striving and, as Rufus
Jones says, trying to "extend his world in ideal directions."
Values, however, are not limited to the individual. There
are values which are values for all people whether realized
or not by every one. These values find their home in the
Supreme Person. He is the source of all truth, beauty and
goodness
.
Values may be classified as instrumental and intrinsic
The former are aids in the realization of other values, while
intrinsic values find value within themselves.
Instrumental values may be either natural, or economic,
that is, they may be such values as air, heat, life processes,
or those pertaining to the sustenance of life as money.
Intrinsic values are classed in two groups, lower and
higher, by Doctor Brightaan. The lower are, in a way, in-
strumental to the higher. In the lower, more dependent class
are placed the values of recreation, bodily values, and those
of association. Play is necessary to complete living and is
r
a help in the realization of all other values. Health is
dependent upon it, and in turn it is dependent to a certain
extent upon health.
Bodily values are an asset to growth in personality.
Social values run high in play and through them one can
trace the growing character and the wider outlook on life.
The higher values are the really worth while things
that are eternal. They can be conceived as existing outside
of the physical body. Absolute truth is never realized but
ever leads on to ^ore and greater truth. It adds meaning to
the whole of experience and interprets in the light of the
complete life. Beauty is found in art and nature if one
seeks for it. The realization of true beauty stimulates the
person to higher moral living and aids in creating a worship
attitude. Character values are, in one sense, moral values.
Man as a social being feels it his obligation to have a good
character and in aiming for this ideal he brings into action
hie intellect and his ideals of a life purpose and social at-
titude. Religion is notl^t whole life but is an important
factor closely related to other valuable parts . It gives
added meaning and value to all experience.
The values are so closely intertwined that it is very
difficult to separate them and say "this is an experience of
beauty and this is an experience of truth".
According to the view put forth in this paper, all
true value is found in G-od, and a life devoted to G-od is ever
struggling to realize these values in order fulfill Ood s
will.
vC
The adolescent period from the ages of twelve to twenty
four, is marked by many changes, and offers many opportunities
as well as difficulties in the realization of values. There
is a great need for leaders and yoxmg people who understand
youth, and ?rho act as an exaaple in seeking to realize values.
Nature plays an important part in the life of youth,
and proper understanding of natural processes with the place
they hold, should be available knowledge for every boy and
girl. Again, they need careful guidance to keep the proper
balance. Economic values should hold their proper place;
play is Important but should not overshadow higher values.
Social awakening in this period, brings with it its
dangers as well as its blessings. Along with these great
opportunities ariseto aid youth in realizing truth, beauty,
goodness and holiness in a natural v/ay . The mind and soul
are alert and hungry for these more worthwhile lasting values.
The emphasis placed on the fulfilling of life values
should not be for selfish purposes, but, on the other hand,
should lead youth out of himself to a life of service. He
should be helped to learn to "Love the Lord thy G-od with all
thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy strength,
and with all thy mind; and thy neighbo^ar as thyself".
Suramer camps give wonderful opportunities to stress
these ideals. Natural surroundings in most camps, afford
fertile soil for the growth of other values. A few camps
are attempting to train young people in the proper use of ma
money and in other economic values. The majority of camps
are called recreational, and do emphasize games, sports and
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play, but also aim to realize other values through play.
Health, too, plays an important part in all canps;
every possible safeguard is made, nurses, doctors, infirm-
aries, physical examinations, life-saving tests, pure food
and water, plenty of exercise and sleep find a place in al-
most every camp
.
^any camps are democratic in spirit and seek to bring
out right relationships with all people, so.ie cater to the
rich, aid others to the poor, newsboys, or orphans. Social
values are emphasized torough work and play together.
Some higher values are not emphasized to as great ex-
tent as are these lower values. i^umerous camps offer tutor-
ing in school subjects. Intellectual values are gained in
a natural way through contact witn uhe outdoors, while sports
are often scientifically taught in large numbers of tne camps.
The beauty of Lhe outdoors holds strong appeal and
leaves lasting impressions on the minds or the campers. A
number of camps stress beauty in music and art. A smaller
number aim to bring out fine qualities of character and
values of religion. Inhere these are emphasized it is done
in such a way t'nat youth will not become morbid and intro-
spective.
The future of camps loo'is very hopeful. Organizations
and educational leaders see in camps a wonderful opportunity
to enlarge the life of youth. Hence they are seeking to put
camps on sound educational bases triat they may contribute to
the life and plans of communities. Camps solve and will con-
tinue to solve many of the problems of youth.
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CALIP BOOxKLETS
Abnaki, (TJ), North Hero, Vt.
Algoaa, (B), Oshkosh, ^is.
Algonquin, (3), Ashland, N.H.
Aloha, (G), Falrlee, Vt.
AnaT?an, (G-), Lleredith, N.H.
Becket, (YII), Becket, Mass.
Cathedral Pines, (3-), Winthrop, Me.
Cedar Hill, (G-S), T7althani, iJass.
Chequesset, (G-;
,
Wellfleet, I^ass.
Chipeta Trail School, Sstes Park, Colo.
Chocorua, (3), Tainworth, N.H.
Gotuit, (G-) , West Barnstable, Mass.
GovTasset, (G-;, North Falmouth, Mass.
Dan Beard Outdoor School, (B), Hawley, Pa.
Farwell, ((JJ, Wells River, Vt.
Idlepines, (G-^, Barnstead, N.H.
Keewaydin-Beenadeewin Tligwam, (G-), South Fairlee, Vt.
Keewaydin-Dunaore WigTra-ms
,
(B), Salisbury, Vt.
Xeewaydin-Songadeewin TTigwams, Barton, Vt. (0-)
Keewaydin-Tlmagami "'igwams, (B), Timagaal, Ont., Canada.
Kill Kare, (B), St. Albana Bay, Vt.
Kineowatha, (G), Wilton, Me.
Lake Sunapee Sumaer Cchool, (B), Blodgett's Landing, N.H.
Lauderdale, (O-j, Cambridge, N.Y.
Lochearn, (G), South Fairlee, Vt.
Maqua, (YW-Magic Casements), Poland, Me.

Maranacook, (B), Readfield, Me.
Hedomak, (3), "Washington, Itle.
Megunticook, (B) Camden, Me.
Mohawk Lodges, (B), Huntington > Mass.
Monadnock, (B), Jaffrey, N. H.
Moosilauke, (B), Pike, N. H.
LIoy-I^o-Da-Yo, (G), Cornish, lie.
Mystic, (G-), Hystic, Conn.
Neshobe, (G-), South Faiirlee, Vt.
Niqueenum, (3-), Bridgewater, N. H.
Nokomis, (B>, Harrison, Lie.
0-At-Ka, (Gh-3), East Sebago, Me.
Ogontz White Llountain, (G-)
,
Lisbon, N, H.
Otter, (b;, Pittsburg, N. H.
Pequawket, (B), Conway, N. H.
Pine G-rove, (C), Billerica, Mass.
Pine Tree, (G-), Pocono Pines, Pa.
Pinaacle, (B), Lyme, N. H.
Pioneer Youth, (C), Pawling, N. Y. (Article)
Quannacut, (T.T-LIagic Casements), Pine Bush, N.
Quanset, (G-), South Orleans, liass.
Quinebeck, (G) , South Fairlee, Vt.
Red Cloud, (B), Brackney, Pa.
Red "Ting, (Gj, Brackney, Pa.
Royal Ambassador, (CH), Ocean Park, Me.
Sargent Camp Club, (G), Peterboro, IT. H.
Sea-Line, (G^, Portsmouth, R. I.
r
Sebago Wohelo, (G-), South Gasco, IJe.
Skylark, (B), Billerica, Llass.
St. Ann's, (CH), Isle La IJotte, Vt.
Sunapee Tutoring, (G-), Ne\7bury, N. H.
Sunset, (GH), Plattekill, N. Y.
Taylor, (YLI), High Bridge, N. J.
Teela-Wooket
,
(G-), Roxbury, Vt.
Timanous, (B), Clayton, N. Y.
Wahtonah, (G-), Brewster, Uass.
Wallula, (3), New London, N. H.
Walpole Tutoring, (C), Walpole N. H.
Watatic, (G-), Ashbumticoii,
Waukeela, (G-), Gon?ray, N. H.
Wawenock-Owaissa, (3), South Gaeco, Lie.
Wikakowi, (G)
,
Northfield, Vt
.
Wildmere, (B), Harrison, IJe.
Winape, (B), East Charleston, Vt.
Winnecowett, (3), Ashburnham, .iass.
Winneshewauka
,
(O-), Lunenburg, Vt.
Winona, (B), Denmark, lie.
Wohelo, (CFG), Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Wyonegonic, (G)
,
Denmark, Me.
Yukon, (B), Winthrop, Me.
(B) . Boys' (Y;T) . Y.W.G .A.
(G). Girls' (GFG). Gamp Fire Girls
(G). Coeducational (GS). Girl Scouts
(GH) .Church
(YM) .Y.LI.C.A.
fr
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